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ABSTRACT
We study various classes of centrally symmetric bodies. The starting point is 
provided by zonotopes. These are vector sums of line segments and are charac­
terized by the high degree of symmetry that they exhibit. Zonoids are limits of 
zonotopes and are therefore also highly symmetric. They can be characterized 
firom two rather different points of view. The first is via an integral represen­
tation for their support functions. The second is in terms of orthogonal bodies. 
Associated with each zonoid Z  there is an orthogonal body O such that the one di­
mensional projections of Z  have a length equal to the (d — l)-dimensional volumes 
of the projections of O onto the orthogonal space. Many extensions of these ideas 
have appeared in the literature. These extensions aim to provide a heirarchy of 
classes of centrally symmetric bodies stretching firom the zonoids to the class of all 
centrally symmetric bodies. We show that these various techniques of extension 
lead to different heirarchies -  contrary to conjectures that have been made. The 
extensions mentioned above require us to transform results involving functions on 
the sphere to functions on Grassmann manifolds of higher rank. To deal with 
the added complications that this involves, we make extensive use of harmonic 
analysis and representation theory of rotation groups.
We also study averages of projections and show that all convex bodies in are 
determined by averages of their three dimensional projections. This is in contrast 
to the case of two dimensional projections where there is a  single dimension in 
which such determination is not possible. On the other hand, it is similar to 
the case of k-dimensional projections with k > d/2. These results also involve 
harmonic analysis, this time in the more classical realm of spherical harmonics.
VI
§1. Statement of Problems and Background
In this section, we will collect the basic notations and results used in this thesis. 
We will also state the main problems studied in this thesis and give background 
information on these problems. By we denote d-dimensional Euclidean space 
(d >  2). By S'^~^ we denote the (d — l)-dimensional unit sphere in E**. A set 
A C E** is convex if for any two points x, y €  E** and 0 <  A <  1 , we have that 
(1 — A)x -f Ay € A. A nonempty, compact and convex subset of E** is called a 
convex body. The class of all convex bodies in E"^  will be denoted by If a 
convex body has interior points it is said to be d-dimensional. By ICq we denote 
the class of all d-dimensional convex bodies in E*^ .
If ÜT, L € , the Minkowski addition K  + L is defined by
K  + L = {x + y  I X e K, y € L }
and K  + L is again in If A is a real number, XK  is defined by
XK = {Xx \ x £  K } ,
If A =  —1, we usually write —K  instead of (—1)Ül. For any point p € E**, we 
usually write K + p  instead of K  {p}. The convex body K  is said to be centrally 
symmetric with respect to a  point p if —{K  — p) =  ÜT — p. If üi is centrally 
symmetric with respect to the origin, then K  is called a centered body. The class 
of all centrally symmetric convex bodies in E** will be denoted by C^. Similarly, the 
class of all d-dimensional centrally symmetric convex bodies in E*^  will be denoted
byCo-
A polytope is the bounded intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces of 
E*^ . It can also be defined as the convex hull of finitely many points of E^. It is 
clear that a polytope is a  convex body. Again, if a  polytope in E^ has interior 
points it is said to be d-dimensional.
One of the most important functions related to a  convex body K  is the so called 
support function h{K^ ). It is defined on by
h(jr, *) := sup{(x,y) | y €  ÜT} for each *6E**. (1.1)
We often restrict the domain of a  support function to 5**“  ^and refer to the support 
function defined on E"^  as an extended support function. But we usually simply say 
support function if it is clear from the context whether a  given support function 
should be viewed as a function of or as the corresponding extended function 
on E“*.
A function h defined on E*^  is said to be convex if for all A with 0 < A < 1 and 
all z ,y € E*^ , it satisfies the inequality
h((l — A)z +  Ay) ^  (1 — A)h(z) 4- Ah(y).
A function h  on E"* is said to be positively homogeneous of degree m if for any
/ i > 0
h{fix) =/t"*h(z).
We next list two properties of support function. These properties can be found 
in Groemer [1996] or Schneider [1993].
1. The extended support function h of a convex body is a real valued convex 
function and positively homogeneous of degree 1. Conversely, if h is any real 
valued convex function on E"* that is positively homogeneous of degree 1, then 
there is exactly one convex body whose support function is h.
2. Let h{K,u) and h{L,u) be the support functions o f K  and L respectively. 
For any a  >  0, ^  >  0,
h{aK  +  fiL, u) =  ah{K, u) 4- 0h{L, u) for each u  G S^~^.
I f  X  is or we let C{X)  denote the set of all continuous functions on X ,  
and Ce{X)  the set of all even continuous functions on X ,  We denote by C^(AT)
(C'°°(X)) the set of t-times continuously (infinitely) differentiable functions on 
X .  By Cg{X) (C ^{X ))  we denote the set of even functions in C^{X)  (C'°°(X)). 
When we say that % is a smooth convex body (of degree k), we mean that its 
support function h{K, •) is in , k > 1.
For the set of nonempty compact subsets of , one can define the Hausdorff 
metric. The Hausdorff metric is very convenient for analytic and geometric ap­
plications and can be found in various books in analysis and geometry. In what 
follows, we will restrict ourselves to the set and define the Hausdorff metric on
For K ,L  Ç. AC**, the Hausdorff distance is defined by
8{K,L) := max{sup^gj^infj,eL||x -y||,sup^g£infyGJ<-||® -y ||}
or, equivalently, by
S{K, L) := min{A > 0|üT C L +  AH'*, L c K  + AH'*}.
Here is the unit ball in E"^  with its center at the origin. It can be shown that 
j  is a metric and that is a complete metric space (see for example Schneider 
[1993], p.47). The famous Blzischke selection theorem states that for each bounded 
sequence of convex bodies one can select a subsequence converging to a convex 
body. In the following sections, if we do not state otherwise, all metrical and 
topological notions of will refer to the Hausdorff metric and the topology 
induced by it. The Hausdorff metric can be expressed in terms of support functions
S{K,L) =  snp{\h{K,u) -  h{L,u)\ : u €  :=  || h{K, -) -  h{L, ) | |^
where || . | |^  denotes the maximum norm for real functions on Define a
map
K  ^  h{K, •).
This provides an isometric embedding of into the space of real-valued
continuous functions on the unit sphere.
We now have a metric on K,^ and thus we can consider approximations. One 
of the most basic facts on approximation is that any convex body K  £  can 
be approximated by a sequence of polytopes. On the other hand, a  convex body 
can also be approximated by suiHciently smooth bodies (see Schneider [1993], 
p .158). Thus for some of the problems we often work with polytopes or sufficiently 
smooth bodies and then obtain the results for general convex bodies by applying 
an approximation process. We can also talk about continuity of various functions 
defined on K.^. For example, the volume function Vi is continuous on
A (positive) measure on is a non-negative, real-valued, <r-additive function 
on the (T-algebra 5(5'*“ )^ of Borel subsets of S^~^. A signed measure on 5*^ “  ^
is a real-valued, <r-additive function on the er-algebra 6 (5 “^” )^ of Borel subsets of 
A measure or a signed measure on 5*^"  ^ is said to be even if it is invariant 
under reflection in the origin.
By we denote the spherical Lebesgue measure on 5*^ ” .^ The volume of the 
unit ball in E** is given by
' ' ' " r ( i - t - f ) ’
and its surface area is
Wj =  A(£_i(S’‘^ ~^) =  dKi.
Here F(l) =  1, F (l/2 ) =  \/ir and, for z >  0, F(1 -|- z) =  zF(z).
For any convex body K  and j  6 {1,2, - ”  , d — I}, the j - th  area measure 
Sj{K)  plays an important role in the study of convex geometry. We next will give 
a brief introduction to these surface area measures.
Let K  €  Since K  is & convex body in E**, for any point z  6 E** \  ÜT 
there corresponds a unique point p(ÜC, z) 6 ÜT that is nearest to z; the  unit vector 
pointing from p{K,x) towards z is denoted by u{K,x). For w 6  5(5**“ ^) and
6 >  0 we let Ve{K;(j}) denote the Lebesgue measure of the local parallel set
Be{K](jj) :=  {* € E** : 0 <11 X —p{K,x) \\<e and u{K,x)  6  w}.
Thus Vt{K',u>) can be considered as a function of £. It can be shown that this 
function can be written as a polynomial
d—1
V.(K;w) =
It turns out that the set function S j { K ,  ■) thus defined is a positive measure on 
it is called the j-th  area measure of If Ül is class C^, that is, the 
boundary d K  of K  is twice continuously differentiable and has positive curvature, 
then
S j { K , u )  =  I  S j { u ) \ d - i { d u ) ,
where Sj is j-th  normalized elementary symmetric function of the principal radii 
of curvature of dK .  One of the main problems concerning area measures is the 
following; what are necessary and sufficient conditions for a measure on 6(5*^"^) 
to be the j-th  area measure of a convex body? We will follow Firey and call it the 
Christoffel-Minkowski problem (see Firey [1975]). The extreme cases j  =  1 and j  =  
d — 1 were first studied by E. Christoffel and H. Minkowski. The answer is known 
for y =  1 (see Berg [1969] and Firey [1968]) and for j  = d — 1 (see Aleksandrov 
[1938] and Fenchel-Jessen [1938]). The necessary and sufiHcient conditions for the 
first-order area measure given by Berg and Firey are not easy to handle. To solve 
this problem, Schneider [1977a] gave an independent treatment to the Christoffel- 
Minkowski problem for polytopes using some elementary methods. The necessary 
and sufficient conditions for any finite Borel measure p. in to be ■)
for some convex body K  are:
(a) p  is not concentrated on any great subsphere of and
(b)
{u ,v)p{dv)= 0  for all u 6  (1.2)/  <Js*-^
This result is often called Minkowski’s existence theorem (see Gardner [1995], 
p.374). It is almost trivial that condition (b) is necessary (see Schneider [1993], 
p.281). The beautiful part of this theorem is that condition (b) is also sufficient 
in order that fi be the (d — l)-st area measure of a convex body K  €  IC q . This 
follows from the fact that if Ül is of d-dimensional, n  cannot be concentrated 
on a great sphere. For the intermediate cases (2 <  j  < d — 2), the Christoffel- 
Minkowski problem is still open. However, Firey [1970] gave an answer to the 
Christoffel-Minkowski problem for sufficiently smooth convex bodies of revolu­
tion. The uniqueness question for Christoffel-Minkowski problem has long been 
solved: If K  and K '  have the same j- th  area measure, then K  and K '  differ at 
most by a translation. For details about the uniqueness question see Buseman 
[1958, p.70]. We will not study the Cristoffel-Minkowski problem in this thesis. 
Instead we will use the results, especially Firey’s results concerning the smooth 
bodies of revolution in our investigation of orthogonal bodies in Section 4.
A zonotope is a finite Minkowski sum of line segments. Zonotopes are the 
polytopes for which all two-dimensional faces have a  center of symmetry (see 
Schneider [1993], p.182). By definition, a zonoid in is a  convex body that 
can be approximated, in the Hausdorff metric, by a sequence of zonotopes. It 
is clear from the definition that zonotopes are centrally symmetric. Zonoids are 
also centrally symmetric since central symmetry is preserved under hmits in the 
Hausdorff metric.
Let Z  be any centered zonotope. Then Z  can be written as
Z  =  [aiv i, - a iu i ]  H +  [afcujfe, -a&ut],
where a* >  0, Uj 6 and 1 < i  < k. By an easy calculation, we see that the 
support function of the zonotope Z  is
k
k(Z ,u) =  ^  atl(tt,x;t)| for all tf 6  S^~^.
i=l
Conversely, if the support function of a convex body Z  has the above form then Z  
must be a centered zonotope. The next theorem, which can be found in Schneider 
[1993, p.183], is a natural generalization of the above characterization of zonotopes.
T heorem  1.1. A convex body K  is a zonoid with center at the origin if  
and only if  its support function can be represented in the form
h{K,x) — f  \{x,v)\p{K,dv) for each x G E** (1.3)
with some even measure p{K, •) on S'^~^
The next theorem (see Schneider [1993], p.184) shows that the even measure p 
given by (1.3) is unique. This measure is called the generating measure of K.
T heorem  1.2. I f  p is an even signed measure on with
/  |(u,ü)|p(dt;) = 0  (1.4)
Jsd-i
for all u € S^~^, then p =  0. Furthermore, if  f  £  C*(5*^"^) , where k > d  + l  is
even, there exists an even continuous function g on S ‘^ ~^ such that
f{u) = f  |(u,v)|p(v)Aj_i(dr) for each (1.5)
J s i- i
Note that the second part of the above theorem shows that if a centered convex 
body K  is sufficiently smooth then there is a signed measure p such that
h{K,u) = f |(u,t;)|p(di;) for each (1.6)
Js*-'-
The existence of the signed measure p is a motivation for considering the general­
ized zonoids that are defined as follows;
ÜT is a  convex body whose support function can be represented in the form 
of (1.6) with an even signed measure p{K, ), then K  and each of its translates is 
called a generalized zonoid. The even signed measure p is called the generating 
measure of the generalized zonoid K  and is often written as p{K, ).
By Zi  we denote the class of zonoids in W' and by Qi we denote the class of 
generalized zonoids in It is clear that
Z iQ G iC C ^ .
We next want to show Zi, Gd and are different classes. Shephard [1964] showed 
that the only polytopal zonoids are zonotopes. Furthermore, Schneider [1970] 
showed that a polytope is a  generalized zonoid only if it is a zonotope. It follows 
that a centrally symmetric polytope with non-symmetric two-dimensional faces, 
for example an octahedron, is not a generalized zonoid. Shephard and Schneider’s 
results tell us that it is not possible to find a polytopal generalized zonoid that 
is not a zonoid. However, Schneider [1970, p.69] gave explicit examples that are 
generalized zonoids but not zonoids. Since these examples motivate our further 
study about certain convex body classes, we will describe them as follows;
Let Ka € a  6 [—2/5,1/2], be a convex body whose support function is 
given by
h{Ka,u)  =  1 +  a ^ ( ( e s ,u ) )  for all tt 6  5^,
where eg E is fixed and Pg (®) =  (3x^ - l ) /2 .  It can be shown that Ka is, indeed, 
a convex body. Also it is a  generalized zonoid if and only if a  E [—2/5,1/2] and it 
is a  zonoid if and only if a  E [—1/4,1/2]. So Ka E G'^\Z^ for all a  E [—2/5, —1/4). 
Therefore Zi, Gd and are different convex body classes.
It follows from the definition that Zg is a closed subset of C^. Z± is not dense 
in C^. This can be justified by the fact that the octahedron, a centrally symmetric 
convex body, is not a zonoid. In contrast to this, G^  ^ the class of generalized 
zonoids, is dense in (see Schneider [1993], p.189). G  ^ is not closed in since
By £y we denote the Grassmann manifold of all j-dimensional subspaces of E"^ . 
By i/y we denote the rotation invariant probability measure on £y . H 1 <  j  <  d —1, 
the j-th, projection function of ÜT is a function on the Grassmannian C j and is
denoted by Vj{K\ ). Its value at is the j-dimensional volume of K \E ,
where K \E  denotes the orthogonal projection of K  on E. For each E, F  Ç. Cj, 
|(F7, F) I denotes the absolute value of the determinant of the orthogonal projection 
of E  onto F. By E-^ we denote the orthogonal space of E  and thus E-^ 6 Cj_j. 
It is easy to show that |(E ,F )| =  F-"-)] (see Weil [1982]). For a measure ^
on c j ,  the measure on Cj_^ is defined by
V 'V )  ^  A}),
where A  is any Borel set in Cj_j.
For j  6 { 1 , 2 , ,  d}, we denote by L^{Cj) the space of square-integrable func­
tion in c j .  If /  is a function on Cj, we denote by /-^ the function on Cj_^ defined 
by /■'■(F) =  /(F-'-). We often identify C^_j with Cj (via orthogonahty). Thus 
/  €  L^{Cj) if and only if /-'- 6 L^{Cj_j). It is clear that
f  /(F )V (dF) =  /  /-L(F)V-"(dF),
and that
f  f[E)uf{dE) = (
Jcf Jci_,
The 1-st projection function of a convex body K  can be expressed in terms of 
its support function. That is,
V i{ K \u )= h { K ,u )+ h { K ,-u )  for each u €  S^~K (1.7)
If ÜT is centered, the 1-st projection function is just twice its support function. 
The Cauchy projection formula gives a very nice representation for the (d — l)-st 
projection function of a  convex body K .
Vi-i(K\u-^)  =  W  l(u, r)|Fd_i(K , dv) for each u 6 (1.8)
2
There are several places in this thesis where we need to convert an integral on 
Cf to an integral on For any u 6  denote by [«] the one-dimensional
subspace of E"* parallel to u. We define the following map
<i> : <t>:±u^ [u].
If is a measure in then we have a measure p  in. Cf such that p{S)  =
for any Borel set S  in C\. On the other hand, if p is a measure in 
Cl then we have an even measure p  in such that p(w) =  p(^(w)) for any 
Borel set w in S^~^. It should be noted that <j> maps A^-i to a rotation invariant 
measure in Cf and thus the image measure is, up to a positive constant Ci, the 
probability measure v f.  If /  is an even continuous function on 5**“  ^ ( /  can also 
be thought zis a function on £f), then
/  f{u)Xi-i{du) = Cd [  /([«])*>-?([«]). (1.9)
Jcf
Put /  =  1 and we get that
Let üf be a centered zonoid with generating measure p{K, ) and let u €  5**“ .^ 
Then there exists a positive measure pi{K,-) on Cf such that
=  h{K,u) + h{K, - u )  =  2h{K,u)
= 2 f  \{u,v)\p{K,dv)
=  f  |(M,[t;])|pi(ür,4vi).
Jcf
On the other hand, if there is a positive measure px{K,  ) on Cf such that
=  /  K M ,  [-DIpiCK-, 4»]) for each « e  s ^ - \
Jcf
then we have an even measure p{K, ) on such that
h{K,u) = f  \{u,v)\p{K,dv) for each 6 5**“ .^
10
Thus ÜT is a  centered zonoid. The above characterization of centered zonoid mo­
tivates the definition of the classes lC{j) for j  G { 1 , 2 , ,  d}.
The convex body class IC{j) contains all the centrally symmetric bodies K  for 
which there is a positive measure P j { K ,  ■) on Cj such that the j - th  projection 
function Vj{K\') has the integral representation
V j{K \E )=  f  \{E,F)\pj{K,dF) { o r e a c h E e C j .  (1.10)
Jcf
The measure Pj{K, *) on Cj is ceilled a j- th  projection generating measure of K.
Clearly AC(1) is just the class of zonoids. We claim that fC{d — 1) comprises 
aU centrally symmetric convex bodies. In fact, by definition, any convex body 
K  6 IC{d — 1) is centrally symmetric. If AT € C** and u € then, by (1.8), we
have
Vi-i{K\u^) = i  /  |{u,t>)|5i-i(ir,*)
J. Jsd-1
Jcft
= f  { u - ^ , v ^ ) \p d - i { K ,d v ^ ) .
Here p{ K ,  •) is the image measure of j5 i_ i(A ’, •) under the map 5**“  ^ ->■ Cj, 
u  [ti] and p d - i { K ,  ) is the image measure of p  under the map Cj Cj_i, 
[u] So AT 6 AC(d — 1) and therefore AC(d — 1) is the class of all centrally
symmetric convex bodies.
The measures p i { K ,  ) and p d - i { K ,  *) are uniquely determined by K  . These 
results were rediscovered several times ( see Schneider [1993], p.l92 for details). 
Matheron [1975] conjectured that p j { K , ' )  is uniquely determined by K  for all 
1 < j  <  d — 1. This conjecture was disproved by Goodey and Howard [1990] in 
the cases l < j  <  d — 1.
The convex body classes AC(j) appear in many papers. Some results about the 
classes IC{j) are obtained by using functional analytic techniques (see Goodey and
11
Weil [1991]). Weil [1982] showed that
m ) Ç K : { j ) Ç I C i d - l )  for l < j < d - l .  (1.11)
So the classes IC{j), j  =  1,2, • • • , d — 1, form a natural hierarchy ranging from the 
zonoids to all centrally symmetric convex bodies. It is interesting to find more 
relations among these classes. But very little is known about these relations (see 
Schneider [1997b]).
The first question about the convex body classes is , for 1 <  j  <  d — 1, whether 
there are non-zonoids'm IC{j) and whether there is a  centrally symmetric convex 
body K  such that K  is not in In other words, we want to know whether the 
strict inclusions
C (l) C C ( j ) C /C ( d - l )  (1.12)
are true for all 1 < j  < d — 1. In section 4, we will give a class of bodies of 
revolution defined by their j - th  area measures. These bodies will be in AC(d — 1) 
but not in AC(j). This will lead to the second half of the strict inclusion of (1.12). 
Furthermore, we will give a class of bodies Ka defined by their support frmctions 
and calculate the j- th  projection generating functions expHcitly. This leads to a 
positive answer to the strict inclusions (1.12). It is natural to beheve that the 
following inclusions are true
AC(1) C  IC{2) C ... C lC{j) C ... C C(d -  1) (1.13)
However, this is still an open question.
Another way to compare various classes of centrally symmetric bodies can be 
obtained by considering projections. Recall that a polytope is zonotope if and 
only if all its 2-faces have a  center of symmetry. Therefore if all three-dimensional 
projections of a  polytope P  are zonotopes, then P  is a  zonotope. It is natural to 
ask whether the analogous result for zonoids is true. However, Weil [1982] showed 
that this is not the case. He defined convex body classes Zj, 2 < j  <  d, to be
12
the set of convex bodies K  such that all the j-dimensional projections of K  are 
zonoids. In that paper, Weil showed that the following inclusions are strict
Z i  C Z i—i C  ' • * C Z 2~ (1 1 4 )
Of course Zd comprises all zonoids. Also Z 2 is exactly the class of centrally 
symmetric bodies. This follows from the fact that a convex body in is a  zonoid 
if and only if it is centrally symmetric (see Gardner [1994], p.l45) and the fact 
that a convex body is centrally symmetric if and only if all its two-dimensional 
projections are centrally symmetric. Therefore, we have
K,{\) = Zd and K.{d— \) = Z2 ~
Weil [1982] conjectured (see also Schneider and Weil [1983]) that /C(j) =  Zd-j+i 
for aU 1 < y < d — 1. It is explained above that the conjecture is true if j  =  1 
or y =  d — 1. But Goodey and Weil [1991] showed that the conjecture is false if 
y =  d — 2. They considered the polytopal members of these classes and used non- 
zonotopal polytopes (constructed by McMullen [1970]) with centrally symmetric 
facets. It is interesting to know whether tC{j) =  Zd-j+i is true or not for the case 
y € {2,3,..., d — 3}. We find that it is false for the case j  6  {2,3} and furthermore 
it is false for any j  >  1 if d is big enough. In contrast to the counterexample 
(polytopal) given by Goodey and Weil, we will give counterexamples comprising 
smooth convex bodies of revolution.
McMullen [1984] showed a very interesting result that can be stated as follows; 
ff C* is the unit cube in and 1 <  j' <  d then
VjiC^^lE) = Vd-jiC^lE-^) for all E e  Cf. (1.15)
It is natural to ask whether there are any other convmc bodies that satisfy the 
above equation. For details about this problem, see McMullen [1984 and 1987] 
and Schnell [1994]. A variation of this problem is to study convex body pairs
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{ K ,K ‘) €  AC' X such that VjiK\E)  =  Vi-j{K'\E-^) for aU ^  6 Cj and all 
j  € { 1 ,2 ,..., d — 1}. Schneider [1997a] studied this problem for polytopes and 
characterized the conditions for which these convex body pairs exist. Variations 
of this problem have also been investigated by Weil [1971] and Goodey [1997].
Let J 6 { 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  d — 1} be fixed and let K  €  Cj. If there exists a convex body 
K '  €  Cq such that
Vj{K\E) = V i- j{K ’\E^) foraU E  £ Cj (1.16)
then we say that K '  is a  j-th orthogonal body of K .  Denote
Oj {K  ÇiCj : K  has a j-th  orthogonal body}. (1.17)
Of course, for any j  6 { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,d  — 1} the unit cube is in O j  and the cube 
is a J-th orthogonal body of itself. The polytopes given by Schneider [1997a] are 
also in O j .  Here we will be interested in finding non-polytopal convex bodies that 
are in Oj .  Note that a  full dimensional ball is in O j  for all 1 <  j' <  d — 1. It is 
natural to ask whether O j  contains any other convex bodies. In Section 4, we will 
construct a class of bodies of revolution Lp^j  that are in. Oj .  In the meantime, we 
find that for these bodies of revolution, O j  is closely related to IC{j). This is not 
surprising for j  =  1 or j  =  d — 1. We will show next that O i- i  =  Cj and Oi is 
just the class of d-dimensional zonoids in £ ‘' .
Let ÜT 6 AC*. The projection body TIK of K  is the centered body such that
h{^K ,u )  = V i- i{K \u^)  = \  (  |(« ,t;)|5 i_ i(ü:,t;) for all u E  S"*"'.
2 Jgd-i
The last equality of the above definition is from Cauchy’s projection formula. It 
is easy to check that h{HK, -) is a convex function and positively homogeneous of 
degree 1. Thus it is indeed a support fimction. A projection body is a  centered 
zonoid. Conversely, every centered d-dimensional zonoid in £ ‘'  is the projection 
body of a  unique centered convex body (see Gardner [1994], p .I4I).
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Note that for any K  &Cq and « 6  5*^  ^,
= Miur.u) = ^-Vi(mc,u) = n(i(iur),«).
This shows that Cq Ç  O i- \  and thus Cq =  O i- \ .
If ÜT 6 C?i is centered then there exists K '  € Cq such that
Vi{K\u) =  Vi-x{K '\u^)  =  2h(ü:,u).
It follows that üf is a projection body of K ' . Hence ÜT is a  centered zonoid. This 
shows that Oi Ç AC(1). On the other hand, if üf is a d-dimensional centered zonoid, 
then ÜT is a projection body of a unique centered convex body K ',  Therefore, 
K  E 0 \ .  We will investigate relationships between the classes IC{j) and Oj. For 
j  € { 2 ,3 ,..., d — 2}, we will construct a class of bodies of revolution such 
that Wy,j 6 Oj \  IC{j). Therefore, Oj ^  IC{j) if j  6  ( 2 ,3 , . . . ,  d -  2}.
The layout of this thesis is as follows: in Section 2, we will give a short intro­
duction to the harmonic analysis that relates to the techniques we will use. The 
main results of this thesis and their proofs can be found in Section 3 and Section 
4. In section 5, we will turn our attention to averages of projections and give some 
results concerning mean projection bodies. In Section 6, we will discuss some open 
problems related to this thesis.
For clarity, we would like to outline the main results obtained in Section 3 and 
Section 4 ( the result in Section 5 is independent of these results euid is not listed 
here):
(1) I f  K  is a generalized zonoid in with generating function p{K,-), then for 
any j  €  ( 1 ,2 , . . . ,  d — 1}, we can give a j- th  projection generating measure of K  
explicitly and this measure turns out to he a function on Cj.
(2) I f  K  Çi is a sufficiently smooth body of revolution and pj{K, ) is a j-th  
projection generating function of K  having the same rotational symmetry as K ,  
then
K  €  IC{j) i f  and only i f  pj{K, E ) > 0  for all E  6  Cj.
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(S) Let j  6 { 2 ,3 ,.. . ,  d — 2} and K  be a sufficiently smooth body of revolution. I f
K  E — 1) and K  G then K  G
(4) For any j  G { 2 ,3 ,... , d —2}, the inclusions ^(1) C IC{j) C AC(<£—1) are strict.
(5) I f  j  = 2 or j  = 3, there exist convex bodies Ka such that Ka  6  IC{j) \  Z i- j+ i  
for all d >  j  + 1,' Furthermore, for any given j  > 1, there exist convex bodies Ka 
such that Ka € IC{j) \  Zd-j+i if  d is large enough.
(6) For any j  G { 2 ,3 ,.. . ,  ci — 2}, we can construct bodies of revolution W yj such
that W yj G O j  \  K.{j). Therefore, O j  f  K{j).
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§2. Harmonie Analysis Aspects
The use of spherical harmonic analysis in geometry can be traced back to the 
early 1900s. In 1901, Adolf Hurwitz proved the isoperimetric inequality for do­
mains in the 2-dimensional Euclidean plane using Fourier series and later he used 
spherical harmonics to show an analogous inequality for three-dimensional convex 
bodies. In 1911, Hermann Minkowski studied three-dimensional convex bodies of 
constant width. He showed that if a  three-dimensional convex body has the prop­
erty that all its projections have the same perimeter, then the original body has 
constant width. The techniques that Minkowski used were (three-dimensional) 
spherical harmonics. Since then, many geometric results have been found using 
harmonic analysis. Harmonic analysis has now become an indispensable tool in 
the study of convex geometry.
If F  is a function whose domain is a subset of E*^  that contains we write 
F ^  for the restriction of F to 5*^ “ .^ If, on the other hand, F  is defined on S'^~^ 
we let F^  denote the radial extension of F  to E** \  {0}. Thus
F'^(x) =  F{x/  II X II) for all x € E^ \  {0}. (2.1)
A function F  on is said to be n  times differentiable (or n  times continu­
ously differentiable) if the partial derivatives of F^  of order n exist (or exist and 
continuous). The Laplace operator A is defined by
The Laplace operator can be defined on using the above extension procedure.
The operator will be denoted by
AoF = { A F ' ^ f ,  (2.3)
The operator Ao is usually called the Laplace-Betrami operator. A function F  
is said to be harmonic if A F  =  0. A spherical harmonic of degree n  on is
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a harmonic, homogeneous polynomial of degree n in d variables restricted to the 
unit sphere. The set of spherical harmonics of degree n  is a  vector subspace 
of 07(5“^“ )^ of dimension
The spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Betrami operator Ao; 
each 6  satisfies
A oY^ = -n{n  + d - 2 ) Y ^ .  (2.5)
Denote by the Hilbert space of square-integrable real functions on 5 “*“ ^
(with the usual identification of functions coinciding almost everywhere) with inner 
product (•, •) defined by
(/,^ )  =  /  f{u)g{u)Xd-i{du). (2.6)
The induced norm is denoted by || • ||. The spherical harmonics on are
clearly in Thus the properties of spherical harmonics can be stated
using the Hilbert space 1(^(5’'*“ ^).
The spherical harmonics of different degrees are orthogonal, e.g. if /  € 
g 6  and n ^  m,  then ( f ,g)  = 0. The system of spherical harmonics is 
complete. That is, if for any fixed /  6  we have
i f , Y ) = 0  ( o r a R Y e n t  a n d a l l n > 0  (2.7)
implies that /  =  0  almost everywhere.
The Legendre polynomials of dimension d and degree j  can be defined by 
means of the generating function
(2 ,8 )
j —Q ^  '
The Legendre polynomials have the property that
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where d = and d > 3 .  This identity is called Rodrigues’ formula,
A real function /  on is said to be a zonal function with pole e<f if f{u)  
depends only on the distance of u from e^. Here ed is a  fixed vector in 5 “*“ -^ It 
is well known that for any fixed 6  P^((u,e^)) €  So P^{{u,ed)) is
a zonal spherical harmonic in On the other hand, it can be shown that any 
zonal spherical harmonic with pole in is of the form c f^ ((u ,e j)), where c 
is a constant independent of u (see for example Groemer [1996], p.119).
Denote by SO{d) the rotation group of E**. For any p G SO{d) and /  G
(Jefiue p f  by (pf){u) = f{p~^u) for each u G A subspace H  C
jg said to be invariant under group actions of SO(d)  if p /  G "H for all 
p G SO(d) and f  EH .  H  C is said to be irreducible if the only invariant
subspaces of V. are H  and {0}. It is well known that "Hq» - - - are the only
non-trivial, finite-dimensional, invariant and irreducible subspaces of
For reference in the following sections, we explicitly list the Legendre polyno­
mials of degree up to 4 for all dimensions d>3:
=  1 ; P t m  = (; (2 .1 0 )
Pir n  = ^ ( ^ 1'  - 1 ); (2 .1 1 )
Pi(t)  = - ^ t ( { d  + 2) t^-3y,  (2 .1 2 )
Pi(t) =  [(i +  4)(d + 2)<‘ -  (6i +  12)(: +  3] (2.13)
Another important class of orthogonal polynomials comprises the Gegenbauer 
polynomials These can be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials, namely
=  ( " i - 3
where
r(ar) =  f  e-H^’-^dt for z > 0 . (2.15)
Jo
Recall from Section I th a t zF(z) =  F(z + 1 ), F (l) =  I and F( j )  =  y/ir,
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We next list a couple of recurrence formulas for Gegenbauer polynomials that 
can be found in Gradshteyn and Ryhzik [1994, §8.933].
n c ; ( i ) = 2 » [ ic ; î‘(i) -  (2 .16)
(21, +  n)C«(*) =  2 r |z c y : ( z )  -  d | ( z ) | .  (2.17)
The hypergeometric series is defined as
The Jacobi polynomials can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric series (see 
Szego [1939], p.62) as follows:
^  F ( - n ,  n  +  a  +  /3 +  1; a  +  1; (2.19)
Note that the hypergeometric series stops if a or 6  is a negative integer. Thus if 
n >  1, is a polynomial of degree n. If a  =  /3 =  then P ji^ '^\x) is a
multiple of Legendre polynomial
The next theorem, the Funk-Hecke Theorem, is particularly powerful and will 
be used in severed places in this thesis.
Theorem 2.1 (Funk-Hecke Theorem). is a hounded integrable function 
on [—1 , 1 ] and H  6  then $((u,u}) is (for some fixed u  €  S^~^) an integrable 
function on S'^~^ and
f  m u , v ) ) H { v ) \ i - i i d v )  =  a i , n { i ) H { u )  (2.20)
with
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where =  (<i —3)/2 and is the Legendre polynomial o f dimension d and degree 
n.
The cosine transform T  : 6^(5“*“ )^ is defined by
(T /)(u) =  /  \{n,v)\f{v)Xi.i{dv).  (2 .2 2 )
Jsd-l
An important property of the cosine transform is that it is injective on 
Theorem 1.2 tells us that if A: > d +  2 is even and /  G then there is a
g 6  Ce{S'^~^) such that /  =  Tg.  Therefore the cosine transform T is a bijection 
of to itself.
If f f  6  then by the Funk-Hecke Theorem there exist numbers such 
that
T{H) (u)= f  \{u,v)\Hiv)Xd-i{dv) = (or aSL u €  (2.23)
For our applications, we need to know Xd,n explicitly. The next theorem can be 
found in Groemer [1996, p .102].
Theorem 2.2. Let Xd,n defined as (2.23). Then 
(1) ^d,n = 0  if  n  is odd;
(ê)
\ / 1 • 3 • * * (n — 3)
(d +  l)(d  +  3 ) - - - (d  +  n - l ) ' ' '* " ^
i f  n  is even (Xd^ o — 2 Kd—i, A j  g — d+i ) ’
A related cosine transform can be defined on the square integrable functions 
on the Grassmannian Cf.  For 1  < i <  d — 1 , the generalized cosine transform 
T f  : L ^ C f )  -)► L ^ C f )  is defined by
{ T f f ) ( E ) =  f  \{E,F)\ f{F) ' 'HdF)  / € £ ’ ( £ ? ) , £ € £ ? .  (2.24)
Jc f
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For 1  < i  ^  j  < d —ï  the Radon transform R f j  : L^{Cf) —y L^{Cj)  is defined by
(J Î? j/)(£ )  =  /  (d f)  f  6  L \ d ) ,  E  €
Jc.iiE) (2.25)
where
f ( f e r f : f c E }  i < >
{ F e C i ' . F D  E}  i > i ,  
and is the invariant probability measure on I f l < % ^ y < d  — 1 , then
( % / ) - "  =  and (T ^/)^  =  T /_ ,/  ' .  (2.26)
I f l < i < y  < A < d — 1 , then
= “ <! B i . i = « Î M . r  (2-27)
Both (2.26) and (2.27) can be found in Goodey and Zhang [1998, p.348|. Further­
more, they showed that for 1 < i ^ j  < d — 1 ,
R i j T f  =  (2.28)
where
Denote by Vi{K) the i-th intrinsic volume of a  convex body ÜT in E**. It can be 
defined by
Vi{K) = j f  ^  Vi{KiE)^t{<lE). (2.30)
The Cauchy-Kubota formulas can be written in terms of Radon Transforms (see 
Schneider and Weil [1992])
=  VAK\F) for all C ‘j  (2.31) 
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Both cosine and Radon transforms satisfy a certain duality relation. Let f ,g  £  
L \C i )  and h 6  Then
/  (Tt f ) (X)g{X)u i (dX)  = f  f {X){Tfg){X)uf (dX) .  (2.32)
Jc f Jcf
This follows immediately Rom the definition of cosine transforms and Fubini the­
orem. The next identity can be found in Schneider and Weil [1992, p.150].
/  (iifj/)(y )A (r)i-/(< iy ) =  f  f { x ) ( n : j , M X ) t ' h d X ) -  (233)
Jcf Jcf
The cosine transform T f  can be further extended to distributions on Cf  (see 
Goodey and Zhang [1998]). With this extension, T f  maps a measure fji on Cf  to 
a continuous function T fn  such that
{ T f f i ) { X ) =  f  \ { X , Y M d Y ) ,  for each X  € £?. (2.34)
Jcf
We now bring together some major definitions and results about group repre­
sentations and harmonic analysis on Cf  necessary for our purposes. Most of these 
definitions and results can be found in Boemer [1963].
A representation D of a group G is a collection of matrices acting on a vector 
space V. For each g £ G  there is a D{g) : V  - ^ V  such that
D{gh) =  D{g)D(h) and D{e) =  I n \ 
here e is the identity of G, dim V  = N  and Iff is the N  x  N  unit matrix.
We assume Di  and Dg are representations of G on the spaces Vi, Vg. If there 
is a non-singular matrix P  : V2 Vi such that
Di{g)P = P D 2 {g) for all ^ € G, 
then Di and D 2 are said to be equivalent representations.
The representation D on y  of G is said to be irreducible if there is no proper 
subspace W of y  such that
D{g) : W - ^ W  for all ^ €  G.
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Lemma 2.3 (Schur’s Lemma)
Part 1. Let D i and Dz be two irreducible representations o f G acting on V\ 
and V2 (of dimensions N  and M ). Let P  : Vj -> Vi be a matrix with
Di{g)P =  P Ü 2 {g) for all g e G .
Then, either P = 0 or P  is non-singular; in the latter case n  = m  and D\ and D 2 
are equivalent.
Part 2. I f  D is an irreducible representation of G o n V  and if P  is a matrix 
P :V  V  with
D{g)P = PD{g) for all g e G ,
then P  =  A/at for some A € C.
A compact Lie group admits an invariant (Haar) measure. This can be used to 
show that every representation of a compact Lie group is equivalent to a unitary 
representation (one comprising only unitary matrices). If D is a  representation 
of a compact Lie group G then the character of D  is the continuous function 
X D  G -¥ C, defined by
Xd (</) =  traceD(^).
It is clear that equivedent representations have the same character. Schur’s or­
thogonality relations (see below) can be used to establish the converse.
Let D\  and D 2 be irreducible unitary representations of G  on the spaces Vi, V2 of 
dimensions M  and N.  For each g € G ,  let Di{g)  =  (a,y(^r)) and D 2 {g) = {bhk{g))- 
Schur’s Orthogonality Relations are
Di, D 2 not equivalent 
jkSik Di =  Dg.
As a consequence
j^a ij{g )hk{g ) dg =  1  ^
j^XDt{g)xD2 {g) =  ^ ^
Di,  D 2 not equivalent 
Di,  D 2 equivalent.
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It follows that representations with the same character are equivalent.
The orthogonality conditions show that the functions 6  L^(G). The Peter- 
Weyl Theorem shows that they form a complete orthogonal system in L^(G). Con­
sequently there is an orthogonal decomposition of L^{G) into invariant irreducible 
subspaces indexed by equivalence classes of irreducible representations.
We will be particularly interested in the representations of the rotation group 
SO{d).  For convenience we write
cos 27TT — sin 27TT \
sin 27TT cos27tt J  '
We assume g € SO{d). ]f d = 2p, there is an element of 50(d) conjugate to g of 
the form
/A (r i )  0 . . .  0 \
0  A(t2 ) . . .  0
 ^— . .
V o  0 . . .  A { T p )  J
If d =  2p +  1 , there is a conjugate element of the form
/A (r i )  0 . . .  0 0 \
t =
0 
0
\  0
A(T2 )
0
0
0 0
..  A(rp) 0  
0 1 /
For such an element t and a representation D,  we have
m  =
0
\  0 0
0
0
where
0 j ( n , . . . , 0p) =  ruj^Ti + TTij^ Ti H -t- nij^Tp (m,v. 6  Z).
The p-tuple , . . . ,  my^} is a  weight of the representation D. The highest weight
is one for which
m i > m 2 >  • * ■ >  THp_i >  |mp | if d =  2 p
(2.34)
m i >  m 2 >  >  nip >  0 if d =  2 p -f-1.
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A theorem of Cartan shows that a representation is determined by its highest 
weight. Consequently we have
£ “ ( s o ( d ) ) =  0 ................. .....
where (m i , . . .  ,mp) satisfies (2.34) and are irreducible, invariant sub­
spaces of L^(50(d)).
If is a subgroup of G  and D is an irreducible representation of G  then D  is 
also a representation of K , but it is not necessarily irreducible. The Branching 
Theorem addresses this point. For SO{d), it states that
^  /T \ trip
(tTIx.
where m i > mj > m 2 > m^ >  • • • >  nip > |mp|;
(fTt^  t***r^ p) 1 )
( ^ 1  ,...,TTlp_^ )
where m i > mj > m 2 > m^ >  • • • > m '_ i  > |mp|.
The Branching Theorem shows that the spaces isomorphic to the
spaces of spherical harmonics. More generally, if Cf denotes the Grassmannian 
of t-subspaces of then
assuming 2i <  d. The other values of i  are taken care of by the identification 
(via orthogonality) =  Cf; see Strichartz [1975], Sugiura [1962] and Takeuchi 
[1973].
The spaces gj are closed under complex conjugation and so the real
parts of these Amctions yield an  invariant irreducible subspace of Zr^  (50(d ) ), which
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henceforth denotes the space of real valued square integrable functions. If rUp ^  0, 
the conjugates of the functions in comprise the space
Consequently, the real and imaginary parts of these functions give a basis for the 
real part of
ffd  m fr i
and this is a real irreducible invariant subspace. We write
L^(Cf)  =  0  ...................0 ,,
(2thi ,0 , .,,0 )
to denote the real decomposition of L^{Cf), for 2 i  < d.
We have defined the cosine transform T f  and Radon transform iZf, . Both of 
these transforms intertwine the group action of 5 0 (d ). This means
Tf{D(g) f )  =  D(g)T f f  for aU /  €
and
= D(g)I t { j f  for aU /  e
It follows from Schur’s Lemma that there are multipliers 2mi o o)
that
' ^ i f  — \ 2m^,...,2 mi,0 ,...,0 ) f  for all /  6  ^ ( 2mi,...,2mi,0 ,...,0 )'
For 1 < t <  d — 1, we put
m=0
and
0  H f '
vfl(2fsvi 2mf.0....0)^"
The following three lemmas can be found in Goodey and Zhang [1998].
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Lemma 2.4. The inclusion TZf C holds for all I < i  < d  — l  and is strict 
precisely when 1  < i  < d — 1 .
Lemma 2.5. For 1 < i  ^  j  < d —l, the cosine and Radon transforms
and R f j  : I l f  7lf
are injective.
Lemma 2.6. For 1 < i < d — 1 , the cosine transform 
T f - . T i f n  c°°{cf )  n f  n c ’^ ( c f )
is bijective.
A function /  6  L^{Cf)  is said to be rotationally symmetric H p f  — f  for all 
p € SO{d — 1 ). Here we think of SO{d — 1) as a subgroup of SO(d).  Goodey 
and Zhang [1998] observed that any rotationally symmetric function /  € L^{Cf) 
is a  member of Tlf. In fact, if /  € is non-trivial and rotationally
symmetric, then the restriction of /  to Cf~^ is a constant. Thus the restriction 
of /  is a member of gj. By the Branching Theorem, m i > 0 >  m j, • • • , > 0 
and therefore mg =  m 3 =  =  nip = 0. This shows that /  € Rf .
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§3. P ro je c tio n  G en era tin g  Functions
In this section, we will restrict ourselves to the class of generalized zonoids 
in E**. Let K  €  and let p{K, •) be the unique generating measure of K.  It is 
explained in Goodey and Weil [1993, section 6 ] that firom p{K,  ) one can derive, 
for j  6  {1 , 2 , . .  . ,d  — 1 }, a  j-th  projection generating measure Pj{K, ■) on Cj such 
that
Vj{K \E)=  f  \{E,F)\pj{K,dF)  for each E e C j .  (3.1) 
Jcj
We next will describe how this projection generating measure is obtained. But 
before we do this, we need to introduce some notations. For ui,U2 , ...,uy € 
we denote by Dj{ui , . . . ,  Uj) the j-dimensional volume of the parallelepiped 
spanned by {ui,U2 , . . . ,Uj}. If L i , . . . , L j  € Cf,  we put
Dj  (Zti, Zt2 , . . . ,  Lj  ) := D j (u i , . . . ,  Uj),
where u i , . . . , u y  € and Ui is parallel to Li. Note that this definition is
independent of the choice of the unit vectors m.  Also Dj{ui , .. .,Uj) =  0 if and 
only if tti, U2 , . . . ,  Uj are linearly dependent. By L{ui, . . . ,  Uj) we denote the linear 
subspace of E** spanned by {ui , .
For simplicity, we will, in this section, use p{ ) instead of p{K,  •) to denote the 
unique generating measure of K.
It was shown in Weil [1979, p.176] that for each E  £ Cf
Vj{K\E) = ^  f  /  \ {E,L{ui , . . . ,Uj)) \Dj{m, . . . ,Uj)p{dui) . . .p{duj) .
Define a measure '9 j  on the Cartesian product such that for each Borel
set B Ç
23 r
^ i i ^ )  “  ^  " ,  Uj)p3{dui, . . . ,  duj),
J' Jb
where
p3 := p ® ' " ®  p.
> V. ^
j  factors
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Now define a map t j  : (5"*“ )^^  Cj  such that t j  : ( t t i , . . .  ,uy) •-> £(« 1 , • -. ,uy) if 
dim(L(ui, . . . ,  uy)) =  j  and define it arbitrarily (but measurable) otherwise. The 
image measure pj{K, ) :=  ty($y) is a j- th  projection generating measure that 
satisfies (3.1). We have
P j { K , A ) = f  D{ui , . . . ,u j )p(dui ) . . .p{duj ) ,  (3.2)
where A  is any Borel set in Cj] see Goodey and Weil [1991].
In this thesis, we will always denote by P j ( K ,  •) the j- th  projection generating 
measure of K  derived from (3.2). p j { K ,  •) will be used to denote a j- th  projection 
generating measure of % in general if we do not state otherwise.
If g is a  function defined on 5 “*“  ^ such that for each Borel set w Ç S'^~^
p{u>) =  I  g{u)Xd-i{du), (3.3)
J  iü
then g is called a generating function of K .  We often write g aa p. Thus if p is 
the generating function of K ,  then (3.2) can be written as
p J K , A ) =  /  D(ui, . . . , t ty)p(ui) . . .p(uy)Ai_i(dui). . .Ai_i(duy).  (3.4) 
J t - \A )
T heo rem  3.1. Let K  be a generalized zonoid such that its generating measure 
p is a function on For any E  €  Cj, define
h n { K , E ) : =  /  /  I?y(ui, .. ., tty)p(tti). ..p(uy)Ay_i(dtti).. .Ay_i(dtty).
Jui Juj
(3.5)
Then
Pj{K, E) = (K, E), wAert C t j  =  -w  (3 ,g)
Wi...Wy
is the j- th  projection generating measure (function) o f K  such that, for each E  €
Cj ,
Vi{K\E)= \(E,F)\pj(K,F),^j{dF).  (3.7)
Jc f
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Proof:
Let A  be any Borel set in Cj  and XA denote the characteristic function of A. 
Then by (3.4) we have
p J K , A ) =  / D{ui , . . . ,Uj )p{ui ) . . . p{uj )Xd- i {dui ) . , . \ d- i iduj )
J t - \A)
p{ui ) . . .  p{uj ) \d- i{dui) . . .Xd-i{duj)
=  i < ^ d Y  f  f  X A { t { L i , . . . , L j ) ) D { L i , . . . , L j ) x
Jcf  Jcf
p{Li ) . . .p{Lj)u}{dLi) . . .  vt{dLj).
Here we have identified the unit vector Ui with the one dimensional subspace 
Li  parallel to Ui. The constant (wj)^ is obtained from (1.9). Note that
P j { K , A ) =  f  X A { E ) p Y K , d E ) .  
J c if f 
Therefore,
/  XAi E) p j {K , dE)  =  { ud y  f  ... /  X A i t i L i , . . . , L j ) ) x  
Jcf  Jcf  Jcf
D { L i , . . . ,  Lj )p{Li  ) . . .  p{Lj )u{ {dLi ) . . .  i / {{dLj).
By standard approximation arguments, we have, for each continuous function g 
on c j ,  that
/ g{E) p^{ K,dE)={u;dy  f  f  ^(t(L i, . . . ,  L,))x
Jcf  Jc f  Jcf
D (L i , . . . ,  Lj )p{Li  ) . . .  p{Lj )v j {dL\  ) . . .  uj {dLj ) .
Next, we wül use a result in Schneider and Weil [1992, Theorem 6.16, p.l56] 
and we state it as follows:
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For any measurable real function f :  {CfY -> we have 
J c f Jcf
'‘ L i L ' L    • • • ‘'■‘ (‘« 'i ) } - '/ (<'£)■
(3.8)
Here Ci is the Grassmannian of all one-dimensional subspaces of  L  £ Cj  and i/f 
is the rotation invariant probability measure on jCf.
Put
> • • • 1 Cj ) .— • J CjY)D{L\ ) • ' • > Cj)p{^Li) • • • pi^Lj),
It is clear that /  is a measurable, real function on (,CfŸ. Therefore,
/  g{E)pj(K,dE)
Jcf
= ( m V  i  ■■■ I  / ( £ i ........Lj) ,4{dLi) . . . t>i{iLi)
Jcf Jcf
=  f  { f  ■ f  s ( ( ( I , ....... L ,))D '‘- '+ ‘ ( i i  £y)x
Jcf U cf; J c f
p{Li ) . . ( i l l ) . . .  i/f((i£,)L/(<iI)
= Ci,i(<^iY f  g { L ) i f  ■■■ f  £>'<-'+‘( 1 , ....... £ , ) x
Jcf IJ c f  J c f
( d l j  ) I  I'fidL)
=  % .,(w ,)' [  g(L)MUK,L)>>f{dL),
Jc i' C f
where
M j , i ( K , L )  ~  [  .. .  f  . . , £ ,)p(£,). . . p(£,),/f(d£.) . . . ( j£,)
J c f J c f
is a  function on Cj.  Since g is an arbitrary function in C{Cj), Pj{K,  >) is, in fact,
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a function on Cf  and for each E  6  Cf,
Pl{K,E) = Ci , i ( , ^ jyMj , i (K,E)
= Ci.iC^iŸ !  ■■■ f  
J c f  J c f
= O i , j f  I   Uj)x
p{ui) . . . p{uj)Xj-i  {dui) . . .  Xj-i{duj)x
= Cij f  ■■■ f  D''-'+‘(ui,...,u,)x
Jui J U j
span(ui,...,Uj)=K
p{ui ) . . .  p{uj )Xj - i{dui ) . . .  Xj-i{duj)
— Cd,j^j,d-j+l{K, E).
Here we have used the fact that D{Li , . . .  ,Lj)  =  0 if are linearly
dependent in E. □
Note that if ÜC is a sufficiently smooth centrally symmetric convex body, to be 
precise, if its support function h{K,  •) € where n  > d + 2  is even, then it
is a generalized zonoid. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that the generating measure 
p(K, •) is, in fact, a function on Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, we can derive
a J-th  projection generating function Pj(K, •) of K , Recall that Pj(JC, •) is not 
unique if j  6  {2,3,. .. ,d  — 2}. However, we will show that if i f  is also a body of 
revolution, then py determines whether i f  is in /C(j) or not.
Theorem 3.2. Let K  be a body of revolution such that its support function 
h{K, •) is in where n  > d-t-2 is even. Let Pj(K,  •) be any j~th projection
generating function of K  having the same rotational symmetry as K , Then
Ke f C( j )  i f  and only i f  p y ( i f , E ) > 0  for all E e C j ,  
Proof:
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First, let
P j { K , E ) > 0  for all E e C j .
For any Borel set u  on. Cj,  let
fi{K,uj)=: f  pj{K,E)uf{dE).  (3.9)
J  a;
Then p i s  a. clearly a positive measure on Cj  and satisfies
V j { K \ E ) =  f  \{E,F)\p{K,dF)  for all E e C j .  (3.10)
Jcf
This shows that K  £lC{j).
Now let K  6  AC(j). Then there exists a positive measure p  on Cj  such that p 
satisfies (3.10). Thus for all .E E Cj,
V j { K \ E )  =  (T /^)(B ) =  {Tfpi)(E).  (3.11)
Here, for simplicity, we use pj to denote pj{K, ).
Our objective is to prove that pj > 0. To this end, let gj 6  5 “*“  ^ be parallel 
to the axis of revolution of K  and SO{d — 1 ) be the group of rotations in ej". We 
may think SO(d — 1) as a subgroup of 5'0(d) and denote the rotation invariant 
probability measure on SO{d — 1) as y. By the definition of pj, it is invariant 
under SO{d — 1 ). This is to say, for each 6  6  SO{d — 1 ) and E  6  Cj,
Pj{E) =
If /  6  C°°{Cj) with /  >  0 and 6  €  SO{d — 1 ), then
/  Pi(E)m‘'H'lE) =  /  pi{e-'F)f{«-'P)uf{dF)
Jcf  Jcf
= /  Pi(F)f{»-^F)uf{dF).
Jcf
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Hence
/  p j ( E ) f ( E y j ( d E )  =  f  f  p i { F ) f { e - ' - F ) p f { d F ) p { M )
Jc f JsO(.d-l) Jcf
=  f  p m  f  f {»-^F)u{M)^f (dF)  
Jcf  JsO(d-l)
= /  P i { F ) f { p > } m .
Jci
where / (F )  =  Jso{d-i) It is clear that /  >  0 and /  € C°°(Cf).
Also /  is clearly rotationally symmetric and thus, by the observation at the end of 
Section 2, /  6  IZj. By Lemma 2.6, there exists g E J l j  such that /  =  Tfg.  Thus
/  Pi(E)f(E)pf (dE) = f  pj(F)(Tfg)(F)uj(dF)
Jcf  Jcf
= f  (.Tfpj){F)g(F)uf(dF)  =  /  (Tfp)(F)g(F)uf{dF)  
Jcf  Jcf
=  [  (Tfg)(F)p(dF)  =  I  nF)p(dF) > 0.
Jcf  Jcf
Here we have used the duality relation (2.32) for Tf .  Since /  is an arbitrary 
function in C°^{Cj) with /  > 0, pj is a positive distribution. Note that positive 
distributions are positive measures. Thus pj  > 0  as required. □
Lemma 3.3. Let Ij^n[K,~) be the function on Cj defined in (3.5). Then there 
exists a positive constant c'j such that for each E  £ Cj
h n { K , E )  =
4 / f  p(tt)| (u,v) |'‘Aj_i(dTt)l Ay_i(dt>),
Js*-^nE  L Js<‘-^nE J
(3.12)
where v E E  C\ S'^~^ and is the ( j  — 1 ) -dimensional subspace in E  orthogonal 
to V  and p is the generating function of K .
Proof:
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Let E  €: Cj he fixed. Let u i , . . .  ,uy 6   ^ be such that E  =  L (u i , . . .  ,uy).
It was showu in Weil [1979, Proposition 2.1] that for each t, 1  <  i < j ,
Dj {u i , . . . ,  tty) =  D i { m , . . . ,  Ui)Dj-i{Ui+i,. . . ,  tty)-
|(Zr(ttl , . . . , ttj), L (tt,’.J.l, . . . , tty))|,
where tty) is the orthogonal space of L(tt*+i,. . . ,  tty) in £7. In partic­
ular,
Dy(tti, . . . ,  tty) =  Dy_i(tti , . . . ,  tty_i ) |(tt-^, u f )  |
(3.13)
=  Dy_i(tti ,. .., tty_i)|(u,tty)| .
Here, and in what follows, v denotes a unit vector in E  il 5**“  ^ such that v*- =
•L(tti,. . . ,  tty_i).
Note that (3.8) can be written as
f  -  f . f { ^ i , - ,L j - i ) u ( {dL i ) . . . u i {dL j - i )
Jc{ Jc{
=  Cj /  \ I / (L i , . . . ,L y _ i)x
U c t  Jc f
D(L i , . . . ,  . . .  i/f
where cy is a positive constant. It follows that there exists positive constant c'- 
such that
I "• I / ( ^ l  I -I 1 )^ j—i(dtti)...Ay—i(dtty—i)
= c' I /  / ( t t i , . . . ,  tty_i )D (tti, . . . ,  tty_i )
Ay_2 (dtti) . . .  Ay_2 (dtty_i) j^Ay_i(dtt).
(3.14)
Now fix tty and put
/( tt i ,  ...,tty_i) =  I>y_i(tti,. . .  ,tty_i)| (tty,v) Tp C i^ ) - • (3-15)
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Apply (3.15) to (3.14) and we get
f  ■ f  D7_i(u i , . . . ,ny_i) | (uy , t ; )  p
p{ui ) . . .  p{u j-i )Ay_i (dui ) • • - Ay_i (duy_i )
=  Cy /  /  /* [  /q ig\
J s < i- ^ r \E  U s < ^ - ^ n v ^  Js<‘- ^ n v ^
I \^p{ui)... p{uj - i )Xj- 2 {dui)... \ j - 2 {du j - i ) ^ \ j - i {dv )
= c'j f  1 (ny.t,) r/y_i,,+i(A-,n-")Ay_i(dn)
J s < ^ -^ r \E
It follows &om (3.13) and (3.16) that
h n { K , E )
J u i  J u j
span(ui,».,uj)=£?
=  /  /  I>7(“ l,-.-,ttj)p(ui).. .p(uy)Ay_i(<£ni). ..Ay_i(duy)
J S ' ^ - ^ n E  J s < ^ - ^ n E
= f  pM \  f  • • • /  ^ y - i ( « i , '  r
J s ' t - ^ n E  [ . J s ‘^ - ^ n E  J s ’‘- ' - n E
p(u i) . . .  p(uy_i)Ay_i(dtti) . . .  Ay_i(dtty_i)|Ay_i(duy)
=  Cy /  P M {  f  I r^j-l,n+l(A',V-^)Ay_i(dv)|  Ay_i(d«y)
J s < t- i- r \E  L v s ' f - i n g  J
=  Cy /  i l j - i ,n+i {K,v^ )  f  p(u)|(tt,i;) |”Ay_i(du)l Ay_i(dt;) 
as required. □
T h eo rem  3.4. Let K  be a body of revolution such that its support function 
h{K,  •) is in where n > d+ 2 is even. I f  K  € fC{j — I) and K  6  Zi-j+ i,
then K  6  AC(j).
P roo f: By Lemma 3.3, there exists a  positive constant Cy such that
I i ,n {K ,E )  =
c; f  f  P(«)l M  rA y-l(d tt)}  Ay_i(dv).
J s - i - ^ n E  I  J s * - ^ n E  J
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Here v ^  E f \  and is the {j — l)-dimensional subspace in E orthogonal 
to V .  Let n  =  d — y +  1. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that there exists a positive 
constant c" such that for each E  E Cj
= cy /  f  p(u)| (u,t;> l‘^ " '^^^Aj_i(du)|Aj_i(du).
Js<^-^r\E lds‘‘-*nfr )
(3.18)
Weil [1976] showed that K  6  Zd-j+i if and only if for all u G
f  p{K,u)\ {u,v) |‘^ --'+'Ay_i(dtt) >  0. (3.19)
Since K  is a. sufficiently smooth body of revolution and K  6  AC(j — 1 ), by Theorem 
2.2, Pj- i {K , ’) is positive. Because K  is in Z<<_y+i, by (3.17), the inner integral 
of (3.18) is also positive. Therefore, pj{K,-) is positive. This shows that K  6
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§4. T he Classes AC(j), Oj  an d  Zd-j+i
In this section, we would like to investigate various problems concerning the 
classes Oj  and (1 <  j  <  d — 1 ). Our first motivation is to answer the
question whether the inclusions AC(1) C IC{j) C IC{d — 1) are strict i f l < y < d —1 
(see Schneider [1997b, p.364}). We will give a positive answer to this question. We 
win also show that, contrary to conjectures that have appeared in the literature, 
AC(j), Oj and Zd-j+i are generally difierent classes i f l <  j < d  — 1 , In the 
meantime, we will provide evidences for the inclusions Zd-j+ i C AC(j) C Oj. 
Although general convex bodies are mentioned in some places, we will, in this 
section, mainly work with smooth bodies of revolution in especially convex 
bodies Ka,  and Wyj .
Let 6 d be a fixed unit vector in Let Ka  be the convex body whose support 
function is given by
h{Ka,n)  =  1 +  aP j ((®<i)“ )) for each u 6  (4.1)
The convex bodies and W ^j  are defined by their j- th  area measures, namely 
Sj{L0 ,j,u) = I + l3 P2 {{ed,u)) for each u G 5*^ “  ^ (4.2)
and
Sj {Wyj ,u)  =  I + 7 P4 ((ei,ti)) for each u  €  5**“ .^ (4.3)
Here P2 (®) and P^{x)  are Legendre polynomials given by (2.11) and (2.13).
The convexity of Ka  follows firom elementary results. But the convexity of 
and Wyj are more complicated and rely on the following result of Firey [1970, 
p.387]:
T heorem . (Firey) In order for a function $  over 5*^ “  ^ to be the j~th elemen­
tary symmetric function o f the principal radii of a strictly convex body in E** which
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is a body o f révolution, it is necessary and sufficient that, in some system of geo­
graphic coordinates on $  is a function (f> of the latitude ■â alone and , over
- f  < 1? < f  :
(a)if>['â) is continuous and has finite limits as tends to
(h) X  sin xdx > 0 and is zero for t? =  —y ;
(c)For any d  6 (—tt/2, tt/2),
0 (t?) > {d — j  — I) J  0(x)cos‘^ “  ^xsinxdx/cos'^"^ i),
where d > 3  and 1 < j  < d — 1.
We will show that if a , /3 and 7  lie on certain ranges then Ka, L p j  and Wyj are 
indeed convex bodies. These ranges will be given explicitly. It is clear that Ka, 
L p j  and W yj axe smooth bodies of revolution if oc, /3 and 7  lie in these ranges.
For our purpose, we need to give j-th  projection generating measures of Ka, 
and W yj expUcitly. The j- th  projection generating measure of Ka is derived 
using results in Section 3 and relies on various tensor product formulas derived 
by Goodey and Weil [1991]. For and Wyj ,  a  more direct approach is used 
involving cosine and Radon transforms. In this approach, we will also be able to 
give the j-th. projection functions of L p j and Wyj ,  These projection functions 
will be used in our investigation of orthogonal bodies. We next want to describe 
this approach.
For each u €  the j- th  intrinsic volume of the projection of K  onto a
hyperplane u-^ is given by
V,{K[u^ ) = |(«,»)|5,(A-,*). (4.4)
ZKi- j - i  ygd-i
or, in terms of cosine transforms,
VAK\U^) =
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The formula (4.4) is called the generalized Cauchy projection formula and can be 
found, for example, in Gardner [1994, p.378}. The Cauchy-Kubota formulas (2.31), 
together with (4.5), give
K ^ - i VAK\-) =   ------
(4.6)
Since Vj{K\-) =  Tf{pj{K,  •)), (4.6) can be written as
4.^-1 {TfMK,  •)) =  (5+(üf, ■)). (4.7)
It follows from (2.28) that
(« l^ - .(m (^ , ■)) = •))• (4.8)
So far, (4.4) to (4.8) are true for all convex bodies K  € Now let K  be Lp j  or 
Wyj .  First we have
(fii,j-i(ll«il • ll’"))(“ -") =  for each « € S ' - ‘ , (4.9)
where <7y,n is a constant, which can be calculated explicitly, depending on n and 
j .  We will prove (4.9) later in this section. Since K  is a  body of revolution, 
Vj{K\~) is a rotationally symmetric function. By the observation at the end of 
Section 2, Vj{K\-) €  7^^. Thus Ay is injective if we restrict to 7^ y (Lemma 
2.5). By definition, Sj{K,  ) is a polynomial in (ci, )^. It is easy to see that 
(T ^_j5 j(K ,'))(«-*-) is a  polynomial in (ej,it-^)^. It follows from (4.6) and (4.9) 
that Vj{Kl)  is a  polynomial in || Cij-1|^. So (Ay g_^)  ^ makes sense for A . By
(4.6) we have
Vj(K\-) =  ^ ( f l f , - i ) ‘ ‘ ( r t i S / ( K ' , ) ) .  (4.10)
Note that Sj-{K,  •) is an even measure and that is injective on even mea­
sures. It follows from (4.8) that
4 -a 4 ,r -.(P ,(K )) =
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Therefore, we have
/ j \  1 ‘ (4.U)
The convex bodies Ka, L p j  and Wy^j are smooth bodies of revolution. For
each of these bodies, we can calculate a j- th  projection generating function, which 
is a polynomial in || ed\- |1^ , explicitly. By Theorem 3.2, these j- th  projection 
generating functions (polynomials) will determine the ranges of a , or 7  for 
which Kot, L0 J or W yj  is in IC{j).
For orthogonal bodies, we will work with and W yj.  We will use (4.2) and 
(4.3) to define bodies Lp'^d-j and respectively. We then use (4.10) to
calculate the j- th  projection functions (polynomials) of Lp>^d-j, and
Wyi^d-j- These polynomials, together with Firey’s result, will be used to find the 
ranges of /9 or 7  for which L p j  or W yj  6  Oj .  We will show that is related to 
(3 and Lp>^d-j is the orthogonal body of L p j  if (3 is in an appropriate range. The 
same thing can be said about W yj  and Wy,i_y.
For the classes Z d - j + i  we return to K a  since it is more convenient to work with 
support functions for these bodies.
L em m a 4.1. Ka is a convex body if  and only if
(4.12)
2 d -  1 -  ~ d + l  
Proof:
First we recall a  fact from Groemer [1996, p.23] that a  function h on S'^~^ is a 
support function of a convex body in if and only if for every two-dimensional 
subspace E  the restriction of h on 5  =  .B fl say hs, is a  support function on
5.
Now consider a two-dimensional subspace B in E*^ . Choose two mutually or­
thogonal unit vectors vq and wq in B =  B  fl such that wq is orthogonal to
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ei- Denote by 6  the angle between a given vector u Ç. S  and vq. We have
u  =  vq cos 6  + w q  sin 6 .
Then the support function of K a  (restricted to E )  can be written as
=  1 +  j — -{d{ed,vo) cos% 9 -  1 ).a — 1
Note that
h '(K ^O \ = -
d - l\ K a , 9 )   -   ^ { t i ^voŸ  SÎD.26
and
Thus
= 2 ^ ( e j , u o ) ^ l - 2 cos'g).
h {K a ,9 )^h "{K a ,9 )
=  1 +  J^(d(e<i,t;o>^cos^^ -  1) +  -  2cos^ 6)
a 2da j 3da \2 2 a
The condition for h{Ka, 9) (restricted to E)  to be a support function of a convex 
body is (see Groemer [1996, p.22|)
h [K a ,9 )+ h"{K a ,9 )> Q ,  (4.13)
Note that 0 <  cos^ ^ < 1 and thus the above inequality is equivalent to
1 -  uo)^ > 0 , if a  >  0 (4.14)
and
1 -  vo)^ > 0 , if a  <  0. (4.15)
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It follows from our early remarks in this proof that if a  >  0, then h{K, u) is the 
support function of K  G if and only if (4.15) holds for all 0 < (e<f,no)  ^ <  1 . 
That is,
d — 1 d — 1
a  < ---------------- 2 or a  <
l  +  d(e<i,vo) “  d +  I
Similarly, if a  <  0 then , by (4.15), h{K,u) is the support function of ÜT 6  if 
and only if
2 d — 1
Therefore we get (4.12) aa required. □
It is clear that h{Ka, ) is an even function on 5*^ ”  ^ and h{Ka, ■) 6  C'®®(5'*“ ^). 
By Theorem 1.2, the convexity condition is also the condition that Ka  is a gener­
alized zonoid. The generating measure of Ka is, in fact, a function on
L em m a 4.2.
(a) The generating function of Ka w
p { K a , u )  =  —^ — (a 4- 6 (gj,u)^) for each u € S^~^, (4.16)
where
a =  1 — 4 - ^ o t  and b =  (4.17)
<1 — 1 a — 1
(b) Ka is a zonoid i f  and only if
 ^ < a < ^ .  (4.18)d-l- 1  -  -  d 4 -l"
P roof:
Since h{Ka,-) is an even function on 5*^ “  ^ and h(Ka, ) E C®®(5'*“ ^), by The­
orem 1 .2 , there exists a  continuous function, the generating function, p{Ka, ) on 
5 “*“  ^ such that
h{Ka,u) = I + aiP2 {{ed,u)) = f  l(tt,t;)|p(üra,v)Ai_i(dt;).
Js*-^
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By the Funk-Heck Theorem,
p{Ka,u)  =  AjQ 4- ^d,2 ^ _  ~  )^>
where Aj,o =  2«i_i and Xd, 2 =  Theorem 2.2). Put
d 4-1 j  (d 4- l)da := 1  — - — - a  and b :=  — — -—a.
cL — 1 d  — 1
Therefore, we have
Recall that is a zonoid if and only if p{Katu) > 0 for all « € S'* Put 
X  =  (ed,u)^ and thus Ka is a zonoid if and only if a  satisfies
1 -  4- ^ > 0 for all 0 < X < 1 .  (4.19)a — 1 a — 1
The inequality (4.19) is true if and only if it is true for both X  = 0 and X  = 1. 
That is
1 — —— —ot ^  0 and 1 4- (d 4- l)ac ^  0. (4.20)
0  —  1
Clearly (4.20) gives (b) as required. □
We next want to calculate p j { K a , ‘) explicitly. Instead of working with K a  
directly, we will work with any generalized zonoid K  whose generating function 
has the form
p{K,u) = a + b{ed,itŸ, for each u E S"*" ,^
where o is a positive number and b is any real number.
L em m a 4.3. Let K  be the generalized zonoid in E** with generating function
p{K,  u) =  a 4 - b{ed,u)^ where u  6  S'*"*.
Let Lj,n{K, •) be defined as in (3.5). Then, up to a positive multiplicative constant,
3 L i
I i , 4 K , E )  =  T C ( j , i , n ) ( - - ) \ \ e i \ E t ,  f o r e a c k E s C j ,  (4.21)
i=o '
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where C{j,0,n)  =  C{j, l ,n )  =  1 and
i - l
( n + j ) * n  j  + 2 k 
Proof:
We will use induction on j .  First, let j  = 2 and n be any positive integer. For
E € C { ,
l2 ,n {K ,B )=  f  f  D 2 (ui,U2 )p(K,tLi)p(K,ii2 )\i{dui)Xi(du 2 ). (4.23)
•/Ui t/ua
span(ui,U3)=£
Let
Choose an orthonormal basis of E. Then for any ui, U2 €  5 “*  ^(1 E, we
have
ui =  VECOSÔ +  u s  sin d
and
U2 = ve  cos (f> + UE sin <f>.
Here 9 is the angle from ui to ve and <f> is the angle from ug to ug. Note that vg 
is orthogonal to e^. Thus
p{Ka,ui) = a + b{ed ,u if  =  a  +  6 || e i |E  ||^sin*0 (4.24)
and
p{Ka,U2 ) = a + b{td,U2 Ÿ  =  a  +  6 || ei\E  ||*sin^ (f>. (4.25)
Also
D2 («i,U 2 ) = 1  sin’* {9 -<t>)\.
Put
y.2ir
2 n. :=  /  I sin** ^  | d<f>,
Jo
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Then
Apply (4.24) and (4.25) to (4.23) and we have 
h A K , E )
= f  f  \ s m { e - 4, ) \^ {a - \-b \ \ed \E fsm ^ 6 ){a + b\\ei\Efsin^(f>)d6 d<f> 
Jo Jq
=  a U  +  2 a6 Bl| ei\E  f  + 6 'C || ed\E | | \
Here
n 2ir I sin'‘ {& — <!>) I d<j>d6  =  27rl%;_n 2ir I sin" {9 — <l>) \ sin^ 9d<f>d6/*2ir p 2 ir  ,
= I  I sin" <l>\ d(f> I  sin^ 6 d6  =  irZn =  -  A;
Jo Jq 2
n 2ir I sin" {9 — <f>) \ sin^ dsin^ 4>d9d<f>_
=  J  sin^ (^1J  I sin" {9 — <f>) | sin^
=  J  sin^ J  sin^ + I sin" t \
f  2ir Ç f  2?r—ÿ  a 2 it—^
=  /  sin^ 4>< cos^ <i> j  I sin" t | sin^ tdt +  sin^ (f> j  \ sin" 1 1 cos^ tdt 
Jq L J —iff J —^
/ 2ir-4> -jI sin" t I cos (sin tdt jd<f>
l ‘2ir »2ir *2ir
= X n +2 /  sixL^  <i>cos^  <f>d<l> + I n  I  sin* <f>d<l> — I n +2  I  sin* <f)d4>
Jo Jo Jo
7T^ , 3ir^ 37t ^  n  +  4 ^
- 4 ^ + »  +
Hence
h.n{K, E ) = a ^ A  + abA\\ e 4 E  | | '  +  e j|B  f
2
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Set (7 (2 , 0 , 11) =  (7(2, l ,n )  =  1  and (7(2,2 , n) =  Consequently the lemma
is true if j  =  2 .
Next, we assume that the lemma is true for j  — 1 and all positive n. We want 
to show that it is true for j  and all positive n.
By Lemma 3.3, there exists a positive constant c'- such that for each E  E Cj
h A K . E )
= Cj /  /y_i,n+i(A',u-^)| /  p(iC,u)|(u,i;) rAj-i(du)lAy_i(dt;),
JS*-' - r\E  l . / s - ' - i n s  J
(4.26)
where v E E  C\ 5*^ “  ^ and v*- is the {j — I)-dimensional subspace in E  orthogonal 
to V. Define
G{E,v) := j  p{K,u)\ {u,v) |"Ay_i(du).
We next want to calculate G{E,v). To this end, let
Then for any u E A E  we have
{ed ,u f  =  (ujB,u)^|| ed\E \ f .
Note that
p{ K, u)  =  a +  b{edyuf
Thus
G{B.  t,) = ( a  +  j | |e j |B f  )  J  I («,«) rA,--,(rf»)+
+  f  I {<.,») |" i? '((«B ,u ))A ,-i(*)
J Jsi-^
(4.27)
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The calculation is related to the beta function B{x,y)  defined by
r(*)r(»)B { x ,y )=  =
Jo r ( * + » ) ’
for X,  y >  0. An easy calculation gives
1 r((p +  + 1)
+  (p +  l ) / 2 )
Note also that
ü / j - i  =  { j  -  =
Therefore,
/ |(u ,u> rA j_ i(du)=W ;_i
J - l
r((n+j)/2)-
'Si
where
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
By the Funk-Hecke Theorem, there are numbers Ay,a such that
/  \{''i,v)\''P2i{‘'^B,v))dv = Xj^nPiiittE,^)), (4.31)
A y , n  =  w y _ i  J   ^ (z)(l -  dx
= 2 « j _ i  f  x”"{jx  ^— I ) ( l  — j g
Jo
= 2/cy-i [i j '  z W ) ( l  -  z')('-')/= dz -  J '  z"(l -  z')(;-»)/= dz]
_ » r.r((n + 3 )/2 )r ((j - i) /2 )  _  r((n + i ) /2 ) r ( ( j - i ) /2 ) i 
r ( ( n + i  +  2)/2) r ((n + i) /2 )  J
^ 2ir(;-i)/2 r((n + l ) /2)r.n + l ,
j - l  r{{n + j) /2)^^n+j ^
n +  ir ( (n  +  y)/2)*
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Combining this with (4.27) and (4.30) gives 
G{E,v)
By inductive assumption, up to a positive multiphcative constant,
J - l  f. i
I ^ - i , r . + i { K , v ^ )  =  ^ C ( j - l , i , n  +  l ) ( 2)  II e,|n-L
r-° [.
=  E  C ( ;  -  U i , »  + 1 ) ( - )  (1 -  N , 4 ' ) ' l l  e 4 E  f \
i=0 “
where we have used the fact that
Combining (4.26) and (4.32) gives, up to a positive multiplicative constant,
J—1
/ - .............................  ' . 2 x * , 0 ,  ,.
   ■
Put
I i ,4 K ,E )= '£ ,  f  C y - l , < , n + l ) ( l - { u B , v ) ' ) ‘( V l U j | i ; | l ' ‘:
X [ l  +  ; ^ ; l l  e„\E f  e^jB f]A ,-,(< i«).
^ i ' =  f  { l - { u B , v f ) \ j - i { d v )
=  (1 -  E=)‘( l  -  j z  =  2u ,j- i  f  (1 -
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For simplicity, put X  :=  ed\E || . Then 
I U K , E )
j - l
t , c u  -  ! ,< .» +
i=0
= C{j-l,O,n-\-l)0i 
i - l
+ ^ | c 7 ( i  -  l , i . n  +  l)l3i +  -  -  1 '"  +  1 ) } ^ '
+  -  l . i  -  l . n  +  1 )% '
(4.33)
We first calculate the middle part of (4.33). Note that
_  2i +  J -  3 2t +  y -  5 J - l  oj _  TT J +  2fe -  1 j 
2 i + j - 2 2 i  + j - A ’"  j  ^  j + 2 6  ^0 -
For 1 < i < J — 1, we have
C(j -  l , i , ^  +  l)/)f +  ^  ^y /^ i^C '(j — 1 , 1  — 1 , 1  +  1 )
4- M r  —!—V I +  n  n + j  + 2k
■ ^ V * - 1 / U  + J 7 l  J + 2 . - 3  +
= PoC{j,i ,n),
^ 0
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We then, calculate the last part of (4.33)
-  f e )  « g
= 0 oC {j,j ,n ) .
Note that
C{j  — l , 0 ,n  +  1 ) =  1  and > 0.
Thus for j  and all positive n, we have, up to a positive multiphcative constant,
j  L i
t U K , E )  =  Y ^ C U , i , n ) { ~ )  I I  U \ E  I I " ,
t = 0
where
and C(y, 0, n) =  1 . This shows that the lemma is true for j  and all positive integer 
n. By induction, the lemma is proved. □
Lem m a 4.4. For any j ,  I < j  < d  — l, we have, up to a positive multiplicative 
constant,
=  ±  g )  « '1^  11“  ^  «  4 ,
(4.34)
where
d + l  d{d + 1 )
a  =  1  — —— - a  and o =  —- — -—a  
a  — 1  a  — 1
Proof:
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By Theorem 3.1, we have, up to a positive multiplicative constant,
P ji^ a iE )  =  E).
Since the generating function of Ka  is
p{Ka,n) =
this lemma follows immediately from Lemma 4.3. □
In Section 1, we introduced the classes Z j  of convex bodies for 2  < j  < d . Z j  
is the set of convex bodies K  such that all the j-dimensional projections of K  
are zonoids. Weil [1982] conjectured that tC{j) =  Z^-j+i  for all I < y < d — 1. 
He showed that the conjecture is true if j  =  I or j  =  d — 1 . Goodey and Weil 
[1991] gave a negative answer for the case j  =  d — 2. They gave polytopes that 
are in K.(d — 2) but not in Z{3) .  Our next objective is to investigate whether the 
conjecture is true or not for j , l  < j  < d — 2. In contrast to the polytopes studied 
by Goodey and Weil, we will work with the smooth bodies of revolution Ka-
Lem m a 4.5. Ka  € Z j  if  and only if
< . < ^ .  (4.35)dy -  1 -  -  d-t- 1
Proof:
Let E  6  c j .  Note that the support function of K a\E  is
h{Ka\E,u)  =  l - |- a iÿ ( (e i ,u ) ) ,
where u 6  5 “^ "^ Q E. We first assume that |[ ei\E  ]| >  0. Let
ei\E
II e , | E  II"
Then
h{Ka\E,u) = l-\-aP{{{ei,u))
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The generating function p{Ka\E, ■) of K a\E  satisfies
h(K a \E ,u )=  f  \{u,v)\p{Ka\E,v)dv.
'S'^-^nE
Using the Funk-Hecke Theorem we get
p { K c t \ E , u )
"  2 ^ { ‘ “  5 ^  ( j - l ) ;  II '^1^ ll^+
+  U +  « ' 1^  f
-  5 ^  -  j ^ l l  =^l^ II' +  1 3 & T "  I l 'C " '" ) '} -2 k
Put 
Then
^ = : j & +  j & l l  «'I'G f  -  ^ 1 1
- d j  - H i  ^  y  ^  (f +  1 
" j ^  -  ^  -  j T i '
K a \ E  is a zonoid for all E  € Cj with ||ej|ÆJ|| > 0 if and only if
p { K o t \ E , u )  =  ^ — ( 1  -  a X ) > 0
dKj-i
for all X such that
~4? ~  1 ,  y  ,  <^+ 1 
d - l  -  -  d - l '
This gives
d — 1 d — 1
<  a  <d j - 1 -  -  d-H l
The zonoids form a closed class of convex bodies and so, by approximation, Ka  6  
Z j  if and only if the above inequality holds. □
Let
d - l
«0 - y d - t - d - 1
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and consider convex bodies Ka where a  nears ao- By Lemma 4.7, Ka  6  Zd-j+i 
if and only if
d —1 d —1< a <
cP - j d + d - 1  -  -  d - l - 1
Thus Kao G Zd-i+i- Now
b d(d -f l ) a  d +  l
a, (d — 1 ) — (d +  l)o£ d — y +  2  
Recall that the j - th  generating function of Ka  is
Thus
i - l
Pi
where X  =  ||ej| • ||^. For j  > i >  1, let
I J \  i  ‘ ^
Ci \ i )  — n J-OV
and put Co =  1 . Then
_  f  j \  1 TT d  +  2ÂS +  1
W ( d - y  +  2 r M  j  + 2 k
i=0
Now, let us assume that for some j ,  1 < j  < d — 1
j
Pj{Kao,-) = Y , { - l Y c i X ^ > 0  for all X € [ 0 , 1 ].
»=0
Let a  < ao and a  ao- Then
Pj (K^ , X)  P j{Ka„X)
uniformly on [0 ,1 ] cis a  —> ao- Upj{Kao,X)  >  0  on [0 , 1 ], then there exists > 0  
such that pj{Ka,x)  >  0 for all a  €  [ao — , ao] and all x €  [0,1]. Recall that Ka
is a convex body if and only if < a  <  Put
r  /  d —1 \ d — 1  d —1
M ^ î )  =  m T T  -  5 ^ : 7 5 7 ^  >  0
and let S := m in{fi,f2 } >  0 . Then clearly Ka  6  /C(j) \  Zd~j+i if a  6  [ao — f,ao). 
In other words, there are bodies in X {j)\Zd-j+ i i£p^{Kao, %) >  0 for all % € [0,1]. 
This leads to our next theorem.
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T heorem  4.6.
(a) There are bodies in IC{j) \  Zd-j+i i f  j  = 2 or j  = Z for all d >  j  1;
(h) For any given j  > 1 , there are bodies in IC{j) \  Z d - j + i  if  d is big enough.
Proof:
It is easy to see that
Note that *) reaches minimum value at % =  > 1 and so p^{Kao,E)
is decreasing for X, 0 < <  1. Thus
= > 0  for all E  € 4 -
This gives the proof for the case j  =  2.
For j  =  3, we let Y  =  and thus 0 < K <  Then
, K) =  1 -  ( i  +  l ) r  + i(<i +  l ) ( i  +  3 )y ’ -  +  l ) ( i  +  3)(j +  5)K».
Note that
Pz{Koio ,5^) =  (d +  1 ) [ — 1 +  -{d  +  3 )y  ^  ^  +  5)y^]
and that reaches its maximum value at Vq =  Now
= -35('( -  1)’ +  14(j -  l)(rf +  3) -  ( i  +  3)(d +  5)
= -22d^ +  90d -  92 <  0 if d > 4.
This, together with p^'{KaoyO) = —(d +  I) <  0, gives that pg'(X«g,y) <  0 for 
all 0 <  y  <  Thus the minimum point of p^{Kao, Y )  can only be reached at
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V  =  To show that p^{Kao,Y) > 0  for all 0 <  K <  we need only check 
that
?s(-K'ao.
d +  l  . I (d +  l)(d -f3 ) 1 ( d + l ) ( d  +  3)(d +  5) ^ ,
d - l  5 (d -1 )^  105 ( d - l ) ’
In fact,
=  105(d -  1)’ -  105(d +  l)(d -  1)’ +  21(d +  l)(d  +  3)(d -  1 )-
(d +  l)(d  +  3)(d +  5)
=  20d** -  156d^ +  376d -  288 > 0 if d >  4.
This shows (a).
To prove (b), note that
i - l
Let
It is easy to see that p j{K ao ,^ )  tends to Qj i X)  uniformly on [0,1] as d tends to 
+ 0 0 . We claim that Q j { X )  > 0 on [0,1], In fact, put cq =  1 and
fc=0
for i  > 0. Then
i=0
Note Cl =  1 and for t >  I  we have
Ci _  i - i  + l
Ci-i • ( J + 2 . - 2 )  
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This shows that Q j { X )  > 0 on [0,1]. Let my =  min{Çy(X) : X  € [0,1]}, then 
my > 0. Since p j { K a a , X )  -4- Q j { X )  uniformly on [0,1], there exists a positive 
integer N  such that for all j  > #
|py(ir«„ AT) -  Q j { X ) \  < ^  for all 0  <  X  <  1. 
Thus for all d > iV
This completes our proof of this theorem. □
For each j  > I and sufficiently large d, we have found some convex bodies Ka 
such that Ka  € AC(j) \  Zd-j^i-  The polytopes given by Goodey and Weil are in 
AC(y — 2) \  %3 . It is tempting to conjecture that
Zi_y+i Ç AC(j) for all 1 <  j  <  d -  1 (4.38)
with equality holding if zmd only if j  =  1 or j  =  d — 1 .
We now turn our attention to the convex bodies L p j  and Wy j .  We first show 
(4.9). That is
(■Si.i-idkil • f  ” ))(tt‘^ ) =  for each u € (4.39)
where
_  ujjWd-2 fid-i,n , _  r((j -  l)/2)r((2n +  l)/2)
 r((2« + y ) /2) ■
In fact, for almost all E  E Cj, denote
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Then
JctlE)
=  K ) '*  /
Js^-inE
= K ) " ‘ /  ||ej|f;||*"l(«E,«)l"”A i - i W
Jsi-^
=  (u ,,)-‘ | |e i |£ ; f ” /  K«E,u)|'"A,-i(<il<)
JSi-'-
=  / '  x^-(l
V-i
Uj
Here we used an integral relation
f  i { { u , v ) ) \ i - i { d u )  = ujd-i f  $(x)(l -  x^)“ dx,
J - l
where v € 5*^ “  ^ is fixed and $  is a continuous function on [—1 ,1 ] (see Groemer 
[1996, p.9|). The claim (4.39) now follows from the fact that R j,d -iR i,j  = Ri,d-i- 
Since i / i{Cf{E))  =  1 , a direct calculation of (4.39) gives <Tjfl =  1 . Therefore,
o-j-o =  1 and <Tj> =  if n  >  1 . (4.40)
k= 0
L em m a 4.7. For any fixed j ,  1 < j  < d — 1 , we have
(a) L p j  defines a convex body i f  and only if
(i)
P i(£ w ,« )  =  ( ^ ^ ( l + ^ - y l | e i | B f ) ,  E € C j .  (4.42) 
is a j - th  projection generating function of L ^ j  and
L fi j  e  fC{j) i f  and only i f  (4.43)d - j
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(c)Tke j- th  projection function of L p j  is
V i ( L f j \ E )  = «, ( l  + ^  -  S 4 - (4 44)
(d) L p j  e  O j  i f  and only i f  L p j  € IC{j)
Proof:
For any u €  define an angle i? € [—7r / 2 , 7r / 2 ] such that (e<i,u) =  sint?.
Then the j- th  area measure S j { L ^ j , u )  can be written as
<f>{d) = l+ /)fy '(sin i9 ) =  1 +  ^  (dsin^ — 1 ) where — ^  < %
a — 1 2  2
Let
f{'d) I  j>{x)cos^~^ X sin xdx where — — < <  —.
Js 2 2
By Firey’s result, is a convex body if and only if
(1 ) <f>{'â) is continuous and has finite limits as â tends to ±  j ;
(2 ) /(i?) > 0  for — J  <  t? < y and is zero for i9 =  —j;
(3) For any € (—tt/2, tt/2),
It is clear that (1) is true for zdl /?. Note that
/(t?) = J  <f>{x)cos'^ ~^  xsinxdx
=  j^-^(dsin*t? — I ) |c o s ‘*“*xsin®dx
Thus /(t?) =  0 if 1? =  —f . For -  j  <  t? <  /(i?) >  0 if and only if
1+13 — - r —- cos^ >  0 
0  + 1
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or
1  +  )9(1 — , ^ , cos^ i9) >  0 . a  1
Since <  (1 — cos^ i?) <  1 , this shows that (2) holds if and only if  /3 > —1 . 
Now (3) can be written as
a  — 1
That is
( 1 + W  >
If  (3 > 0 , this is equivalent to (3 < if /3 <  0, it is equivalent to ^  > —1 .
Thus (3) is true if and only if
Combining (1 ), (2 ) and (3), we have defines a convex body if and only if
We next calculate ) and pj{Lp^j,-).  First note that the Funk-Hecke
Theorem gives
i {{Si (h .h -) )  = f  \ M \ S j ( L f j , d v )
"  ”  {d + l )(d - 1 ) +  ( ( f + l ) f ( J - l ) ^ ' ' ’ •
Therefore,
=  (T/(Sy(L^,„■))'■
=  2 (cj_ i[1 +  -  ( i  +  i ) f j _ i ) I W  O '
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Combining this with (4.10) gives, for each E  6  Cf,
+ • I I ') m
This gives (c).
By (4.31).
From the above calculations, we have
Note that L ^ j  € lC{j) if and only if
Pj{L0 j , E )  > 0  for all E  e  Cj
or
l + ( 3 - ^ \ \ e i \ E f > 0  for all E  e  
J
This, together with the convexity condition, gives 
It remains to show (d). To this end, put
/3' =  - ^ / 3 .3
It is easy to check &om (a) that L ^ j  and are convex bodies if and only if
h . i  €  m -
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By (c), we have, for each E  £ Cj,
V i ^ j { L f , , i - j \ E ^ )  =  II )
"  "  { d + i j { d - j )  +  +
Kj
Define
:= [ l i ! )
It follows from the above calculation that
Vi (Lf j \ E)  = V i.j{L 't , i \E ^)  for att £  e C*,.
Therefore Lp^j £  O j  if and only if € AC(j). □
For j  £ { 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  d — I}, define
and
K{d, j )  =
f c K , ) = m a x { - l , - ^ ^ - j ^ ± ^ } .  (4.45)
((J +  l)(<i +  4 ) ( j+ 4 ) j
a  +  2Y(d + 2){d + 3 ) - ( d  + l)(d  +  4 )0  +  4),- 
( j  +  l ) ( j  +  4 ) ( j+ 4 ) ,
2(2<E +  l0d +  j ‘ + 4j +  12)'
(4.46)
Define
=  2 ( ! r ^  f i ( i , j )  =  a u n W d J ) .  ' g  +  (4.47)
We claim that
r { d , j ) =R ( d , j )  i f y  =  I o r d  — 1  and r(d ,j)  <  iE(d,j) otherwise. (4.48)
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In fact, if y — X then
i ( i  +  2 )ir(< I,< i-i) d + i
( d - y ) ( i - y  +  2 ) 2 (d +  i)
and
K{d, j )  =  > — —2(2d2+10d+17) 2 ( d + l ) '
Thus r(d, 1 ) =  R{d, 1 ). ]i j  = d — 1 , then
r(d ,;)  =  Ü TK » =  +
and, if d >  2 ,
j ( j  +  2)Æ(d, d -  j )  id + l)[d -  1) 5{d +  4)(d + 1 )
( d - j ) ( d - y - f  2) 3 2(2d2 +  l0 d+ 17)
(d +  4 ) ( d - l )  5 (d+l ) ^
6  2d2 +  10d+17
 ^ (d +  4 ) ( d - l )
^  6
Thus r(d, d — 1) =  R{d, d — 1). Let 1 < j  < d — 1. We first show r(d, j )  < K{d, j ) .  
This is equivalent to
(d +  4)y ^  ( d + l ) ( d  +  4 ) ( i+ 4 ) i
2(d — j  + 2) ( j  +  2)^(d 4- 2)(d +  3) — (d +  l)(d  +  4)(j + 4 ) j
or
2(d - j  + 2)(d +  l ) ( i  +  4) -  (j +  2)»(d +  2)(d +  3) +  (d +  l)(d  +  4)(j +  4)j 
=  2 (d +  2 )(i +  2 ) ( d - y - l )  > 0 .
This inequality is clearly true and thus r(d, j )  < K{d, j ) .  Next we show
Similarly, this is equivalent to
2 (d 4 * l) ( j  4- 2)(d — J 4 - 4) — (d — y 4- 2)^(d 4- 2 )(d +  3)4* 
( d + i ) ( d + 4 ) ( d - y 4 - 4 ) ( d - y )
=  2 ( d - y 4 - 2 ) (d 4 - 2 ) ( y - l ) > 0 .
This inequality is, again, clearly true. Therefore, our claim (4.48) is proved.
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L em m a 4.8. For any j  €  {1,2, 1}, we have
(a)W.yj is a convex body i f  and only if
- l < l < K { d , j )  (4.49)
(b)The j-th  projection generating function Pj{Wyj,  •) is given by
and W yj  6  fC{j) i f  and only i f
H<iJ) < 1  <r{d, j )  (4.51)
(c)The j-th projection function o f W y j  is
VAw,.,iE) = .,{i - II'
•il ei \E  11*1(d +  4)((£ +  2)7 ( j  +  l ) ( j  +  3 ) ; ( j+ 2 ) '
(4.52)
(^) ^ y , i  6  Oj if  and only i f  k{d, j)  <  7  < R{d, j) ,
P roof:
First, recall
f^ (z )  =  [{d +  4 )(j +  2 )z* -  [6 d +  1 2 ) ® 2  +  3 ].
and observe a fact
P i i y / T ^ T i )  = 1  -  (4.53)
For any u €  define zin angle 1? G [—7r/2,7r/2] such that (ei,u) =  sini?. 
Then, by (4.53), Sj {Wyj , u)  can be written as
0 (1?) =  1 + 7 P4 (sini?)
a  — 1 — 1
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Let
/(t?) :=  J  <f>{x)cos  ^ ^ z s i nxdx  where — ^  <  ^2 -  -  2
Similar to the proof of the convexity of we will use Firey’s result. It is clear 
that <f>{'â) is continuous and has finite limits as d tends to i: j .  Also / ( —j )  =  0. 
Therefore, W yj  is a convex body if and only if
m > 0  and 4,{i) > foraU ^ ). (4.54)
Note that
/(i?) =  J  0 (i)cos ‘^ “  ^r s in id x
=  r { ‘ + 7 - ^ = = s = x + ( ^ ± S ^ c o s « x } x
X cos**"  ^X sin xdx
For - f  < 1? <  y, /(i?) > 0 if and only if
+  (4,55)
The second inequality of (4.54) can be written as
1 + d +  ( l ± S ^ = o , « d  >
or, equivalently,I . ...
Thus W yj  is a convex body if and only if both (4.55) and (4.56) are true for all 
t? 6  (—7r /2 , 7r / 2 ). Consider (4.55) first, put
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Since F{x) reaches its extreme value at x /  =  5^ ,  (4.55) is equivalent to 
F ( 0 ) > 0 , F(xo) > 0  and F (l)  >  0 .
Note
and
F ( 0 ) > 0  if and only if 7  > —1 ,
F ( l)  > 0  if and only if 7  < (d +  l)(d  +  3)
F { x f)> 0  if and only if 7 <
Therefore, (4.55) is equivalent to
_ 1 < 7  < (<^  +  l ) / ^ 4 )  (4.57)
Secondly, consider (4.56). Put
Since G{x) reaches its extreme value at Xg =  (4.56) is equivalent to
G(0) > 0, G { x g )  > 0  and G(l) > 0.
It is easy to check that G(0) > 0 if and only if 7  > — 1 and th a t G (l) > 0 if and 
only if
(d -H )(d  +  3)
^  4 d - y - 8  ■
Also G [ x g )  > 0 if and only if
~ < __________ {d-\-l){d +_4]{3+ 4)j___________ ^
^ ^ ( i  +  2)2(d-f2)(d +  3 ) - ( d  +  l)(d  +  4)(i +  4 )i ^
Combining these with (4.57) gives(a).
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We next calculate Vj{W yj\') and Pj{W yj,'). First note that the Funk-Hecke 
Theorem gives
Therefore,
_  1 7 2{d + 2) II I X | |2
( d + l ) ( d  +  3) +
It follows from (4.10) that, for E  6  Cj,
Vi{W^.i I E )  =  «> ( E j j - i )  “  ( W ( S i ( W , , i ,  • ) ) ■ " } ( £ )
^ " 4 ^ "  ( I + W + 3 )  (rf+!)(<<+ 3 );''
This gives (c). By (4.11),
=  0 3 ; ; k ( % - . r ' ( i + 7 f ^ ( K ) ) ) " ) ( E )
From the above calculations, we have
M W . , .  ^ )  =  0  ( i + ^  -  -
Note that W yj  G lC{j) if and only if
P j{W y j,E )> 0  for all E e C j  
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or
+  ||e ,|g ||«  >  0  fo ta ü  B e e f .
Put
3 J U + 2 )
Note that T(0) > 0 if and only 7  >  —1 and that T (l) > 0 if and only if
_______
(d — y +  2 )(d — y)
Note also that T(z) reaches its extreme point at z* =  and that T(z«) >  0 if 
and only if
^  -  2 W - / + 2 ) =
These, together with convex conditions, give that W-y,j €: IC{j) if and only if
*Ky) < 7  < r{d,j).
It remains to show (d). Recall
V A W ,,IE )  =  . , { 1  -  II'
(d + i){d + 2)i 
( i+ l ) ( ( i  +  3 ) ; ( j+ 2 )
“A E  II* I .
Similarly,
V i- i(W y .i- j \E ^ )
"  " * - ' 1 /  '  ( < i + i K < i  +  3 )  +  ( < i + i ) ( < ( + 3 K < i - j ) l l  ' * 1 ® ' ’ II 
Note that
I I  1'  =  1  -  I I  ‘ i \E  I f .
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Thus we have
=  ^  l)(d  +  3) (<i +  l)(<i +  3K<i -  j )  "  I' I' )
___________ W + 4 ) ( j  +  2 ) Y _________/ .  _  II | | 2 \2 l
( j  +  l ) ( j  +  3)(<i -; ) («<-;•  +  2) ( II ^ j
=  ______________ 2 ( j  +  2 ) V
(<i+  !)(<£ + 3)(<i — j)(ci — J + 2)
2 ( d  +  2 ) ( j + 2 ) y  2
M +  1)W H- 3 )(j -  j){d  -  y +  2) " "
( .  +  4 )( . + 2 ) y
(rf +  !)(</ +  3)( j  — j){d  — j  + 2)
Put
It is easy to check that
Vj{W ^j\E) =  for each E  6
Ki—j
Therefore, 6  Oj if both and are convex bodies. That is
- 1  < - , < « ■ « ; )  and < K ( d , i - j ) ,
or, equivalently,
k{d ,j) < y < R { d J ) ,
This completes the proof of the Lemma. □
Theorem 4.9. For j € {2,3, . . . ,  d — 2}, IC{j) ^  Oj.
Proof:
Recall that if j E {2,3,. . . ,  d —2} then r(d, j) < R {d,j). So Theorem 4.9 follows 
immediately firom (d) of Lemma 4.8. □
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T heo rem  4.10. For any j ,  1 < j  < d — I, the inclusions AC(1) C IC{j) C 
lC{d — 1) are strict
Proof:
Consider convex bodies Ka- Recall that X  =  (^)|| &d.\E ||^ and that, by Lemma 
4.4,
Pj(K„,E) = ' ^ C i X '  (4.59)
i=0
where Cq =  Ci =  1 and i f l < i < j < d
i - l
r  -  A 1 _ J _ T T  ^ ^
' " W ( j + i ) ' R  i + 2 k ■( < '+ i ) i S
We first show that Ci > Ci+i if 1 < i < j .  In fact, if 1 <  i <  j  then
Ci+i _  ( j - t ) ( d  +  2 i + l )  rf +  2i +  l \
C i  {i +  l)(d +  l ) ( i  +  2i) [ j  +  2t A  (» +  +  1) /
d +  2i +  l  
^ ( i  +  l ) ( d + l )  '
This shows that C i  > Ci+i if 1 < % < j  . Next we claim that there exists € j > 0  
such that
j
for all X  € ( - 1  -  ej,+oo).
t = 0
If the above statement were false, then there exists a sequence {Xn} such that 
X„ -y - 1  (X„ <  - 1 ) and < 0. Thus E L o  < 0 by the
continuity of the polynomial. Since Co =  Ci =  I zmd C* > C*+i if i  >  1 , 
E i=o (~ f  )*^t > 0. This is a contradiction if j  > 1. Therefore, our claim is 
proved.
Since A-:=  (4)11 W',
^ ^ C tX * > 0  if — 6  ( — 1  — oc).
i=o ®
By the definition of X (j), we have
■Ka € AC(j) if — € ( — 1 — 6y, oo).
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Let
F{a) is clearly a strictly increasing function. By Lemma 4.1, Ka  defines a convex 
body if and only if
2 d - l  -  “ d +  1 ’
or, equivalently,
6 d 4- 1  
a ~  3
By Lemma 4.3, Ka 6  /C(I) if and only if
1 « , < “' - 1
d+ 1 -  -  d + V
or, equivalently,
F (a) =  -  > - 1 .
CL
Choose Cy > 0  such that If a  6  F~^(—1—e^, —1), then ffa 6  AC(j)\/C(l).
This shows the inclusion /C(l) C AC-'(j) is strict.
Now consider the convex body By Lemma 4.7, is convex if and only
and this is equivalent to saying L p j  € K[ d  — 1). Again by Lemma 4.7, is in 
AC(j) if and only if
- ! < / ) <  ^d - f
Therefore, 6  AC(d — 1) \  AC(j) if
d - j  ^  -  2 d - j  
This shows the inclusion IC{j) C IC{d — 1) is also strict. □
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§5. Mean Projection Bodies
In this section, we will turn our attention to Mean Projection Bodies. Let 
ÜT C  E** be a convex body and As 6  {1, ”  • , d — 1}. The k-tk  Mean Projection Body 
of K  is defined to be the convex body Pk{K) whose support function is given by
h{P k{K ),u)=  f  h{K \E ,u )4{dE )  for all u G (5.1)
Je t
To see that (5.1) indeed defines a convex body in we define a function h on 
E"^  such that
h{x):=  f  h{K \E ,x)ui{dE )  for aU aseE**.
Jet
Since k{K \E , ) is the support function of K \E  in E**, it is convex and positively 
homogeneous of degree 1 . So h is convex and positively homogeneous of degree 
1. Therefore h must be the support function of a convex body, say Pk{K), in E"^ . 
h{Pk{K), •) is just the restriction of h to If we think of P* as a  geometric
operator, it maps a convex body K  G IC^  to Pk{K) € IC .^ It should be noted that 
although Pk{K) Is an average of k-dimensional projections of K , Pk{K) is typically 
of dimension d. A natural question to ask is how much information about K  can 
be obtained based on knowledge o î Pk{K). In particular, we will be interested in 
the injectivity of Pk for k G {1,2,..., d — 1}. In the following discussions, we also 
refer to Pk{K) as the Minkowski sum of the 6 -dimensional projections of K  or the 
average of 6 -dimensional projections of K .
The operator Pd-i was first considered by Schneider [1977b] who showed that if 
Pd-i{K) =  cK  for some constant c then ÜT is a ball. Spriestersbach [1998] studied 
the injectivity of Pd-i- She showed that Pd-i is injective. Furthermore, she gave 
stability results which show that if Pd-i{K) is close to Pd-i{M ) then K  is close 
to M . Schneider’s result can then be used to show that if Pd-i{K) is dose to 
cK  for some constant c, K  is dose to a ball. Goodey [1998] used Spriestersbach’s 
techniques and showed that Pk{K) is injective if 6  >  d/2. The case 6  =  1 is a
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special one and is mentioned by Goodey [1998] who observes that Pi{K) = Pi{L) 
if and only if K  and L have the same central symmetrand and coincident Steiner 
points. It follows that Pi is not injective. Goodey [1998] also studied the case 
k = 2 and showed that, in all dimensions except 14, P2 is injective. On the other 
hand, in dimension 14, he showed that if K  has sufficiently smooth boundary and 
positive radii of curvature at eiU boundary points then there is an L ^  ÜT such 
that P2 {L) = P2 {K). Thus P2 is not injective if d =  14.
The case k = 2 exhibits rather different behaviour from larger values of k. It 
is interesting to know whether or not the apparently unusual behaviour of P2 is 
encountered in other dimensions. Our main result in this section is to show that 
P3 is injective for all dimension d > 3. In fact, we will give the following theorem:
T heorem  5.1. I f  K  and L are convex bodies in E** with Pz{K) =  Pz{L) then 
K  = L.
The proof of our theorem will make use of a linear operator
Pfc (5.2)
The definition of pfc weis introduced in Goodey, Kiderlen and Weil [1998]. They 
made use of a spherical projection operator used by Weil [1982] and certain lifting 
transformations. We refer the reader to Goodey, Kiderlen and Weil [1998] or 
Goodey [1998] for detziils about the definition of pjt. We will only give the results 
about p& necessary for our discussion. These results, including Lemma 5.2 and 
Lemma 5.3, can be found in Goodey [1998] and will be included in this thesis for 
completeness.
Let k €  {1,..., d -  1} and P  € be fixed. Let f \ E ) ^
be defined by
{ir*Ef)iu) =  {u,v)f{v), for u G 5 “*"^ and /  €  C{S^~^ n  E), (5.3)
Here v is the unit vector in P  in the direction of u\E. If u  is orthogonal to E  we 
put (iTg/)(u) =  0. It was shown in Goodey, Kiderlen and Weil [1998] that Xg lifts
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support functions to support functions. In other words, if  K  C E  is sl convex body 
and h siK , -) is a  support function of K  in E , then n^{hE{K, •)) =  h{K, •) is the 
support function of üf in Define the linear operatorp& : -> C{S'^~^)
by
(?&/)(") =  /  ( ir y \E ){ u )4 ( iE ) ,  for u e  S'‘-^  and /  € C (S ‘‘- ') .  (5.4)
Jet
It follows that Pk is the functional equivalent of the geometric operator Pk in the 
sense that
p 4 h (K ,-))= h [P t(K ),-) . (5.5)
L em m a 5.2. For k 6  {2,3, ...,d — 1 }, the operator pk : C{S'^~^) —> (7(5“*“ )^ 
has a unique extension to a mapping pk : L^{S^~^) which is linear,
bounded, continuous and intertwining.
Proof:
We first establish the intertwining property of pk- We let p € 50(d) and 
/  6  If E  € jC^ and /  € 0 ( 5 “*"^) then it follows from (5.3) that for each
u € S'^~^ and each p €  50(d ),
(’Tb (p / )U )(u) =  7r*_i£,(/|^-is(p~^tt)).
Therefore, for each u €  and each p 6  50(d)
[ V k p f ) { u )  =  f  { T r l f \ B ) { u ) v i { d E )
Jet
= f  y ,-^E f\p -^E )ip -^u )vU d {p -^E ))
Jc^
=  {pkf){p~^y-) =  (pp]fe/)(tt).
This shows that ppk = PkP- This is the required intertwining property. 
U E e C i , u e  5 ‘^ -i and /  6  C{S^~%  then by (5.3)
\ ^ E i f \ B ) { u )  Nl«|£?||i/(UF) |<| f { u E ) \ -  
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Here ue is the unit vector in E  in the direction of u\E. Note th a t =  1.
Using Holder’s inequality, we have
I P t ( / ) ( « )  I "  <  /  <  /  f ' (u B )4 (à E ) .
J e t  Je t
If u denotes the unique invariant probabihty measure on S’O(d) , we have
II P f c ( / )  f  =  f  [ p P f e ( / ) ] l « ) K ‘ ^ p )
JsO(,d)
= f  [Pk{pf)Ÿ{u)u{dp)
JsO(.d)
< f  f  {pffMuiidEHdp)
Jsoid) Je t
= f  f  {p f ) \ u E Hd p )u i i d E )  = II  /  f  
Jc i  Jso(d)
It follows that Pk is bounded by 1 and that pk : C{S^ L ‘^ {S^ is continuous 
with the Z/^-norm. The uniqueness of the extension is a consequence of denseness 
o fC (5 ‘'- i )  inL2(5'*-^). □
For d =  3 ,4 .. .  and n =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  we will denote by the subspace of 
comprising the spherical harmonics of degree n  in dimension d. Recall from Section 
2 that is irreducible and rotation invarizmt subspaces of It then
follows from Schur’s Lemma that, for each n, is either trivial or itself.
Furthermore, there is a multipHer otn,k,d € R such that
P kf =  otn,k,df for each /  € (5.6)
Let /  E have condensed spherical harmonic expansion f  ~
where fn  E Then Parseval’s equation gives || /  ||  ^ =  I I  A  11^ (see Groe- 
mer [1996], p.71). By Lemma 5.2, the operator pk is bounded by 1 . So OLn,k,d < 1 
and thus
Ê  A I I ' <  Ê  I! A  f  <  CO.
71=0 n= 0
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It follows that acn,k,dfn  is a spherical harmonic expansion of some function
g €  I f  we define pn-f = g then we have
P k / ~  ^  OinXdfn- (5.7)
n=0
This clearly defines the unique extension of pk to It follows that
OO
ketPt=  0  K  (5-8)
n=0ctn,h,d=0
Lem m a 5.3. Let d =  3 ,4 . . .  and fc 6  { 2 ,3 ,..., d — 1} be fixed. If an,k,d ^  0 
for all n = 0 , 1 , ,  then Pk is injective.
Proof:
Recall that pk is the functional equivalent of the geometric operator Pk. We
need only show that is injective. If an,k,d 0 for all n  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  by (5.8),
kerpt is trivizil. This gives the injectivity of p& as required. □
Mow we will give a usable formulation of the multipliers On.k.i- This too can 
be found in Goodey [1998] but is included in this thesis for completeness. If Cd
denotes the final vector in the usual beisis of then P^((ed, ■)) is the unique (up
to scalar multiplication) member of which is invariant under the group action 
of SO(d — 1 ); here (z,y) denotes the usual scalar product in E*^ . Furthermore 
P^(l) =  1 . Consequently
an,k,d = ocn,k,dPii(ed,ed}) =  (pifePn((ei,-)))(ec{)
=  /  (^EPi((^dr}}lEm ed)i't(dE). (5.9)
Jci
It follows from (5.3) and (5.9) that
/  {^E,ed)Pi{{eB,ed))ui{dE), (5.10)
Jci
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where eg =  pjg]]- if || e«il^ II ^  0 ; otherwise, we put eg =  e^. la  order to give 
a  better formula for we need an integral geometric formula that is due to
Chem [1966, equation 28].
f{E )4 {d E )
ICtZl
Here
' ‘■ ''~ r ( ) i / 2 ) r ( ( i - / i ) / 2 )
Also is the subspace of orthogonal to ej. For any F  €  (E"^"^),
[u, F] € Cf denotes the subspace spanned by F  and the line u € F"^. If we apply 
this formula to (5.10), we have
/ / f^ (| 1)1 W,.) \'^ :^ t'‘*Hdu)utzUdF)
J c iz i
= «,i w,«) 1)1 i'K)'-*+'(ju) f  FtzKdE)
= CM , Pnd (Ci.«) 1)1 IV?-‘+‘(«iu)
=  r  x‘ (l -  jz .
Jo
Therefore, we get
It is more convenient for us to work with Gegenbauer polynomials C^, these 
are related to the Legendre polynomials by
C C ^ - « / 2 ( , ) = ( » + ^ - 3 ) p i ( , ) .
Put
t(n ,d) =: t  z=(l -  x2 ) ( i- 5)/2 ç £ i- 2)/2 (^) ^  (5 .1 2 )
Jo
To show Theorem 5.1, it will suffice to show that ^  0 or t{n,d) ^  0  for all
Ti =  0 ,1 , . . .  and d =  3 ,4 , We may assume that d > 7  since the case k > d/2
has already been resolved.
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L em m a 5.4. For all dimensions d > 7  and n =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  tn,d ^  0.
P roof:
Put
I{k ,p ,v ,n ) := f  x'‘{l — x^YCn{x)dx. (5.13)
Jo
Recall from §2 the following recursion relations for the Gegenbauer polynomials
n c ^ (x ) = 2 v [* c ;il(* )  -  c a ( " ) l
and
(2 .  +  n)C ;(x) =  2 x [ C r '(») -  " C : | ( z ) | .
Combining these two recursion relations, we have
(u +  n)I{k,p ,v .n ) =  v[I{k,p,v  +  l ,n )  — I{k ,p ,v  +  l , n  — 2)]. (5.14)
Let p := , V := ^  — 1. By (5.14), we have
U+I Î  d — 5 d — 4 
t(n, d) -  t{n -  2 , d) =  —^ / ( 3 ,  - y - ,  n)
Rodrigues’ Formula gives
C,
Consequently,
r ( 2 ./) r  ( - j -  + n
/•I (d-a) -3 ( d - 2 ) ~ 2
=  J  X ( 1  —X ) * Cn ’ (x)dx
=  -3 a „ ,i  j  x ‘*1 JTl—1
/O
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where
—5 J _ f n - \ - d  — 5 \  (—1)"^
d - S  j 2 ”(« +  l)(«+2)...(« +  n)'
Using integration by parts, we get
M - ' m ,  ^ . n )  =  =  6 ^ ( 1  -
= ( - l ) ”-*2'*-‘(;a +  l)(/3 + 2)...(l3 +  „ -  4)P^ÎÎ(0)
where It follows that
t{5,d) = t{2m  + l,d)  for all m  =  2 ,3 ,. . .  and d =  7 ,8 ,—  (5.15)
For any even number n > 2, we have
t { n , d ) - t { n - 2 , d )  = / i j ,n ( - l ) ^ ,  (5.16)
where
_  / t i  +  d — 5 \  (d -h2ti — 4)(/3 +  1)()6 +  2)...(/3 +  ti — 4).1 .3 .5 ...(ti — 5) 
j _ 5  J  24(d -  4)(g +  l ) (g  +  2)...(g  +  Ti).(d -  l) (d  +  l ) . . .(d  +  Ti -  1)
1.3.5 ' • • (ti — 5)(d +  2ti — 4)(—1) ^/ ti +  d — 5 \
\  d — 5 /  (d —4)^(d — 3)(d — 2)(d — l)(d  +  l)(d  -f- 3) • • • (d +  tî — 1) 
Here we have used (3 =  and ^ Therefore
t(Ti, d) -  <(ti -  4, d) =  (-1 ) * 7 <£,nP(d, n), (5.18)
where
(Ti +  d - 7)11.3.5"  ( T i - 7)
Trf.n • -  -(d — 4)(d — l)!(d +  l)(d  +  3) • • • (d -f- n  — 1)tiI 
and
p(n,d)
=  (d +  2ti — 4 )(ti -f- d — 5 )(ti +  d — 6 )(ti — 5) — (d -{- 2ti — 8)ti(ti — l) (d  +  ti — 1) 
=  (2d -  24)71  ^ +  (3d^ -  54d +  216)71^ +  (d* -  34d' +  270d -  6 3 2 )7 i-  
-  5d® +  75d^ -  370d f  600. (5.19)
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We will consider three cases; 
Case 1: n  is odd.
By direct calculation, we have
— 2)y/ir \  2 J
and
It follows &om (5.15) that for n =  5 ,7 ,9 ,. . . ,  
t{n, d) =  <(5, d)
_  d{d -  2 ) A ( i o r [ i  + j] + 5dT[i 4- f  1 -  e r [2 +  f ] +  r [ ^ ] )
32r[i +  f ] r [ 2 +  fi
1 1 P f  <i—-31
'  > 0
d{d -  2)v/i(4T[l + j] +  2dT[l +  j] + r [ ^ ] )
32r[i +  f ] r [2 +  f]
This shows that t(n, d) is positive for all odd n and completes our discussion of 
the odd multipliers.
Case 2: n is even and n < 12
We will show that t(n, d) > 0 if n  is even and d <  12. It follows from (5.16) that
t(4m,d) > t(4m — 2) for i =  1 ,2 ,  Thus it suffices to show that the multipliers
of the form t(4m — 2, d) are positive. This is achieved by investigation of the 
polynomials p(n, d) and it is here that we use the fact that d < 1 2 .
First we have
=  ( d - 3 ) ( d - l ) ( i l l ) '
Consequently, the positivity of the even multipliers is reduced to showing that 
t(4m — 2 ,d) >  0 for m  =  2 , 3 ,----
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For the dimensions d =  7 , . . . ,  12, we use (5.19) to see that
p(n, 7) =  —5(2n* +  Zn? -f I3n +  6 ); 
p(n, 8 ) =  —8 (n^ +  3n^ +  17n +  15); 
p(n, 9) =  - ( 6 n® +  27?^  ^+  227n +  300); 
p(n, 10) =  —4(n* +  6 n^ +  83n +  150); 
p(n, 11) =  —(2n^ +  15n^ +  445n -f-1050); 
p(n, 12) =  —560(n 4- 3).
These polynomials are clearly negative for positive values of n. It follows, there­
fore, from (3.3) and (3.4) that the numbers t{Am — 2, d) increase with m  for each 
dimension 7 <  d <  1 2 . Combining this with (5.20), we see that the even multipliers 
are zdl positive in dimensions 7 < d < 12.
Case 3: n is even and n  > 12
In this case we will encounter some negative multipliers and therefore the ar­
guments are more delicate. We will see that <(4n, d) > 0 for n  >  0 and d > 12. 
However, the sequences {t(4n — 2, d ) } ^ i  will eventually decrease &om positive to 
negative values without ever achieving the value zero. The case of dimension 13 
will be rather arduous and cause us to make use of a computer.
First we examine the cubic polynomials p(n, d) for d >  13. We aim to show that 
p(n, d) > 0 if n  > 16 and d >  13. This is an easy observation based on the first 
and second derivatives of p(n, d). The second derivative is 6 (d — 12)(2n +  d — 6 ) 
which is clearly positive for n  > 0 if d > 13. Consequently the first derivative 
increases as a function of n  > 0 if d >  13. This first derivative, evaluated at n  =  8 , 
is d* -f- 14(f — 210d — 1748 which, in turn, is an increasing function of d > 13. It 
follows that, for each d >  13, p(ra, d) increases as a function of n  >  8 . Finally, we 
note that p(16, d) =  (d 4- 26)(lld^ 4- 13d — 2020) > 0 if d >  13. This gives the 
desired result, namely
p(n, d) >  0 fo rn  > 16 if d  >  13. (5.21)
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It follows firom (3.3) and (6.1) that, for each d > 13, the sequence (t(4n, d ) ) ^  
increases. Direct calculations give 
2t(0 , d) = 
t(4, d) =  
t(8 , d) =  
t(12,d) =
(d — 3)(d — 1)
(d-2)d(d=^ +  12d +  19)
4(d — 3)(d — l)(d +  l)(d  +  3)
(d -  2)d(d +  2)(d +  4)(3d^ -  32d» +  1218(f +  32288d 4 - 138555) 
6720(d -  3)(d -  l)(d  +  l)(d +  3)(d +  5)(d -h 7)
(d — 2)d(d -(- 2)(d 4- 4)(d 4- 6 )(d 4- 8 )
5322240(d -  3)(d -  l)(d  4- l)(d  4- 3)(d 4- 5)(d 4- 7)(d +  9)(d 4- 11)
X (7d® 4- 36d® 4- 511d^ -  12648d^ 4- 768397d^ +  32452932d 4- 226313325).
It can be checked that these quantities are all positive if d >  13. Consequently
t(4n, d) > 0 for all n > 0 if d > 13.
It only remains to deal with the multipliers of the form t(4n 4- 2, d) for d > 13. 
We will now encounter the possibility of negative multipliers. Here, we deduce from 
(5.18) and (5.21) that, for each d > 13, the sequence {t(4n 4-2 , d ) } ^ j  decreases. 
Again, we will calculate some of the early multipliers. We have
The next multiplier in the sequence is
, (d -  2)d(d 4- 2)(d +  9)(d2 -  36d -  157)
1 2 0 (d - 3 ) ( d - l ) ( d  +  l)(d4-3)(d  +  5 ) '
It follows that
t(6 ,d) < 0 fo rd  > 4 0  t(6 ,d) > 0 if 13 <  d <  39.
Similar behaviour is exhibited by the next two multipliers, namely
t(1 0 ,d )< 0  fo rd  > 2 6  t(10,d) > 0  if 13 <  d <  25
t(14,d) < 0  fo rd  > 2 2  t(14,d) > 0  if 13 <  d <  21.
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We deduce that, for each dimension d > 13, the sequence (t(4n +  2 ,d ) )^ g  starts 
with positive terms and from the term n =  3 onwards is decreasing. Furthermore, 
if it were possible to have <(4n +  2, d) =  0 we must have n  >  4 and 13 <  d < 21. 
This possibility can be ruled out if, for each 13 <  d < 21 we find a number 
no =  no(d) such that t(4no — 2) > 0 and t(4no 4-2) < 0 . To this end, we note that
no(21) = no(20) =  3 no(19) = 4 no(18) =  5 no(17) =  7 no(16) =  10 
no(15) =  19 no (14) =  59 no(13) =  1606.
The case of dimension 13 perhaps deserves some comment. The above results are 
all derived using a computer. Superficially, one has to deal, in case d =  13, with 
Gegenbauer polynomials of degrees 6426 and 6430. This seems to be beyond the 
capabilities of many computer algebra systems. In fact, we were only able to do 
these computations using Mathematica. However, one can use standard recursion 
formulas for the Gegenbauer polynomials to deduce that
f V * ) n ( 2 m + D
t(2n, 13) =  t{2n -  2 ,13) 4- ( - l ) ' ‘2(2n +  9 )------------------------------------.
3 n  (2m)
m =5
This formula makes the calculations feasible for any mathematical software. 
Collecting our results together we have the following:
a ). The numbers t{2n — 1 , d), n =  1 ,2 ,.. .  are positive for all dimensions d;
b ). The numbers f(2n, d), n  =  0 ,1 ,. . .  are positive for all dimensions d <  12;
c). The numbers t(4n, d), ra =  0 ,1 ,. . .  are positive for all dimensions d;
d ). For each dimension d >  13 there is a number no =  no(d) such that t(4n 4-
2) >  0 if n  < no and <(4n 4-2) <  0 if n  >  no.
It follows that t(n, d) ^  0  for all n  > 0 and all dimensions d >  7. Therefore the 
Lemma is proved. □
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Theorem 5.1 follows immediately &om the Lemmas above. This shows, similar 
to the case k > d/2, that all convex bodies in are determined by averages 
of their three dimensional projections. This is in contrast to the case of two 
dimensional projections where there is a  single dimension (d =  14) in which such 
determination is not possible. This question is still open for the intermediate cases 
3 < fc <  f
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§6 . O pen P ro b lem s
In Section 4, we showed that for any fixed j  € { 2 ,..., d — 2} and sufficiently 
large d, IC{j) ^  Zd-j+ i. We did this by studying the polynomial
C . 1
To be exact, we showed that there exist convex bodies Ka E fC{j)\  Zd-j+i if
Q d j W  > 0  for all 0 < % < !  (6 .2 )
and that (6.2) holds if d is sufficiently large. Some calculations for early dimensions 
suggest that (6.2) is true for all j  € {2 , . . . ,  d — 2}. Recall also that the polytopes 
given by Goodey and Weil [1991] are in f(^(d — 2) \  2$. It is tempting to believe 
that Zd-j+i Q fC{j).
P rob lem  6 .1 . For each j  G { 1 ,2 ,..., d -  1 },
Zd-J+I Ç r (y )  (6.3)
with equality holds i f  and only if  j  = I or j  =  d — 1 .
Next recall our proof of the strict inclusion AC(1) C IC{j). Define
We assume X j  is the biggest (negative) zero of (6.4). It can be seen from the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 that if 1 < j  < j  + k < d — 1 then there are bodies 
Ka  6  lC{j -f fe) \  lC{j) if X j > Xj+k~ Clearly X i = —1 and, in fact. Theorem 
4.1 is proved by showing X j < —1 for all j  € { 2 ,3 ,..., d — 1}. We conjecture the 
following problem is true.
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P rob lem  6.2. For each j  6  {1 , 2, . . . ,  ci — 2},
m )  c  K{j +1).  (6.5)
Define
=  («•«)
t= 0  '  '  k=0
It is easy to see that Qjj(X) and Mij{X) can be derived from Jdj{Y) by setting
respectively. Next we want to point out that Jd j is, in fact, a Jacobi polynomial. 
Therefore both Problem 6.1 and Problem 6.2 are closely related to the study of 
zeros of this Jacobi polynomial.
It is easy to check (see 2.18) that is a hypergeometric series
(6.8)
By (2.19), Jd,j{Y) can be expressed as a Jacobi polynomial
• ¥ - r (6.9)
Therefore, for Ka, Problem 6.1 and Problem 6.2 become questions about the 
locations of zeros of the Jacobi polynomial Jdj ,  We next want to provide some 
results about Problem 6 .2 . Based on these results, we guess that Problem 6.2 has 
a  positive answer, at least for convex bodies Ka- We will use some classical results 
about Jacobi Polynomials and we refer to Szego [1939] for information about these 
polynomials.
Recall that Problem 6.2 is true for bodies Ka  if we can show that the biggest 
(negative) root of
pCa 1. a )(l_t_2 y )  = 0  
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moves to the left as j  increases. Fix d and define
Let Zj^k,m be the biggest (negative) root of Mj^k,m{Z) =  0. It follows &om The­
orem 6.21.1 (Szego [1939, p.l21]) that Zj j +i j  < Z j j j  and th a t Z jj+ ij+ i < 
Z j j ^ i j .  But unfortunately Z jj+ ij+ i < Z j+ ij+ ij+ i. This follows from the in­
terlacing of the roots of Jacobi Polynomials and (see Szego [1939,
Theorem 3.3.2, p.46j). We suspect that
fbr all j  € {1 , 2 , . . . , d  —1 }. (6 .1 0 )
Our guess above is also based on extensive computer experiments that give evi­
dence for the behavior of the roots.
Finally, recall from (3.18) that, for each E  6  Cj,
P iiK .E )
=  c" /  P i - , { K . V ^ ) {  f  p(u)| {»,«) _ : ( * ) .
(6 .11)
Here c" is a positive constant. If  Problem 6.1 is true and p j- i{K , •) is positive, 
then K  € Zd-j+i. Recall from (3.19) that K  € Z^-j+i if and only if
f  p(u)| {« ,.)  > 0 (6.12)
for all V E A E  and all F? 6  C j. This , in turn, shows that Pj{K,  •) is positive 
and that K  £lC[j).  This is an indication for a positive answer to Problem 6.2.
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